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Preface
First of all, the CSFI must thank PwC for its continuing support of our Banana Skins reports (both banking and
insurance). This is the twelfth in a series of Banking Banana Skins that goes back to 1996 – when “poor management”,
“EMU turbulence” and “rogue trader” vied for top spot. We appreciate the financial help that PwC provides – and also
the wider distribution of the questionnaire through its own global network. Equally, we also appreciate the fact that
PwC lets the chips fall where they may; the results (and the editorialising) are strictly the responsibility of the CSFI.
Second, my thanks must go to the two authors – David Lascelles (the CSFI’s Senior Fellow and the Centre’s cofounder) and Keyur Patel. BBS is a major piece of work, and I am grateful for all the time, effort and judgement they
put into it.
That said, I find this year’s results more puzzling than usual – particularly the finding that the top risk is the “macroeconomic environment” (which is actually seen as a bigger threat than the top risk in 2014).
True, there has been a great deal of attention recently on China’s economic slowdown – but that is not new. And the
US/UK recovery, in particular, seems to be consolidating. I surmise that (although we were very clear as to what
we meant by the individual risks we identified) there was a fair amount of conflation in respondents’ minds – the
‘macroeconomic environment’ with ‘credit risk’, ‘risk pricing’ and ‘interest rates’, for instance. Equally, my guess is
that, for many respondents, ‘criminality’ and ’technology risk’ overlapped – which would make cyber risk an even
more pressing concern than this year’s report suggests it is.
The point is that, throughout this year’s survey, there are highly suggestive findings that one can plausibly agree
or disagree with. I am (for instance) surprised that, in a regulatory world dominated by the demands of TLAC,
respondents are so relaxed about capital availability. I am also somewhat surprised that concerns over regulation fell
this year (albeit only to No 3), when signs of regulatory ‘herding’ (ie a lack of diversity) abound and when banks still
face massive financial retribution for their post-2007/08 sins.
But that’s what the BBS survey is all about. You don’t have to agree – or to believe in the salience of the risk landscape
exactly as painted by respondents. Rather, BBS is intended to make the reader stop and think – and, perhaps, to adjust
his or her behaviour accordingly. By itself it won’t protect against a banking crisis, but it can – at least – provoke a
discussion that might protect an individual institution from leaping over the cliff with the rest of the lemmings.
Andrew Hilton
Director
CSFI
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Sponsor’s foreword
Welcome to Banking Banana Skins 2015, a unique survey of the risks facing the industry, which has been
produced by the CSFI in association with PwC.
We are delighted to continue our support for this initiative. The Banana Skins reports provide highly
regarded insight to the changing risk concerns of boards and senior management, and how these
perceptions change over time. Many of you will be comparing the industry-wide findings against your
own assessment of the current and emerging risk environment.
The banking industry is under attack from many angles, not just from traditional risks but also new
uncertainties. It is not surprising that in 2015, uncertainties in the macro-economic environment have
risen to be the top risk, rising from No. 3 in 2014. Despite prudential reforms, banks remain vulnerable
to high debt levels, future interest rates, weakness in China and other emerging markets, and softening
commodity prices. Lower growth rates, together with regulatory reforms will put pressure on banks to
manage returns.
The sharpest rise in concern in 2015 was about criminality (including the risks to banks in areas such as
money laundering, tax evasion and cyber attack) which rose from No. 9 in 2014 to No. 2 in 2015. This
risk coupled with continued concern on technology risk (No. 4) where underinvestment and obsolescence,
as well as the boom in new “fintech” present major challenges to banks.
Criminality and technology risk are becoming increasingly concerns of banks given the rise in new
competitors who are challenging traditional ways of doing things and operate using more nimble
systems and lower overheads. Traditional bank earnings models are starting to be threatened as these
competitors chip away at many traditional way of doing things. To help them improve margins, banks
are experimenting with new industry models which leverage on technology and focus more on customer
centricity and less on products; however this could expose them to even higher risks in the areas of cyber
crime and financial terrorism.
Not surprising, regulation remains the No. 3 Banana Skin for banks in 2015. Whilst banks recognise the
need for tougher controls, many question their cost and effectiveness. Banks are not only bearing the
direct costs of regulation – new capital and liquidity requirements, restructuring costs, the impact of market
conduct requirements (including potential regulatory fines), higher costs of compliance, and higher costs
of customer acquisition; but also the cost of greater management time to re-engineer processes, change
culture and increase compliance efficiency. Industry margins are being impacted.
We would like to thank all the participants in the survey for sharing their valuable insights and thank the
CSFI for the richness of insight and perceptive comment in this report. I trust you find Banking Banana
Skins 2015 useful and thought-provoking. If you have any feedback or would like to discuss any of the
issues raised in more detail, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Dominic Nixon
Global FS Risk Leader, PwC Singapore
dominic.nixon@sg.pwc.com
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About this survey
This survey describes the risks currently facing the global banking industry, as seen by a wide range of bankers,
banking regulators and close observers of the banking scene around the world. The survey was carried out in
September and October 2015, and received 672 responses from individuals in 52 countries. The questionnaire
was in three parts. In the first, respondents were asked to describe, in their own words, their main concerns about
the financial system over the next 2-3 years. In the second, they were asked to score a list of potential risks, or
Banana Skins, selected by a CSFI/PwC panel. In the third, they were asked to rate the preparedness of financial
institutions to handle the risks they identified. Replies were confidential, but respondents could choose to be
named.
The breakdown of respondents by type was:

37%

38%

Bankers
Risk managers and
regulators
Observers
25%
The breakdown by countries was as follows:
Argentina

1

Australia

13

Austria
Azerbaijan

India

2

Indonesia

4

14
5
19

Portugal
Russia
Saudi Arabia

8
12
2

Iran

2

Singapore

23

Belgium

24

Ireland

2

Slovakia

11

Brazil

30

Italy

1

South Africa

14

Canada

34

Japan

5

Spain

Cayman Islands

11

Luxembourg

28

Sweden

3

China

34

Malaysia

12

Switzerland

2

Taiwan

2

Croatia

4

Hong Kong

7

Malta

Cyprus

1

Mexico

Czech Republic

5

Netherlands

Denmark

1

Dominican Rep.

1

1
40

Thailand

9

Turkey

New Zealand

25

Uganda

Nigeria

12

UK

3

3
74
1
113

France

4

Panama

1

UAE

1

Germany

5

Peru

8

Uruguay

1

Greece

7

Philippines

4

USA

Poland

7
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Summary
Summary
This
Thisreport
reportdescribes
describesthe
therisk
riskoutlook
outlookfor
forthe
thebanking
bankingindustry
industryininthe
thefinal
finalquarter
quarterofof
2015
2015– –a atime
timewhen
whenthe
theglobal
globaleconomy
economyand
anditsitsbanking
bankingsystem
systemwere
wereininthe
the
advanced
advancedstages
stagesofofrecovery
recoveryfrom
fromthe
thefinancial
financialcrisis,
crisis,but
butwhen
whenconcerns
concernswere
were
growing
growingabout
aboutthe
thestrength
strengthofofthat
thatrecovery.
recovery.

Failure
Failureof
ofthe
the
global
globalrecovery
recoveryisis
the
thegreatest
greatestrisk
risk

The
Thefindings
findingsare
arebased
basedononresponses
responses
from
from 672
672 bankers,
bankers, regulators
regulators and
and
close
close observers
observers ofof the
the banking
banking
scene
sceneinin5252countries.
countries.InInthe
theopinion
opinion
ofof these
these respondents,
respondents, the
the greatest
greatest
threat
threattotothe
thebanking
bankingindustry
industrylies
liesinin
the
the possibility
possibility that
that economic
economic
recovery
recoverywill
willfail
failbecause
becauseofofthe
the
huge
huge- -and
andininmany
manycases
casesrising
rising- weight
weight ofof debt
debt inin allall the
the main
main
sectors:
sectors: sovereign,
sovereign, corporate
corporate and
and
consumer.
consumer. There
There are
are also
also strong
strong
concerns
concernsabout
abouteconomic
economicweakness
weakness
inin developing
developing economies,
economies, and
and
uncertainty
uncertainty surrounding
surrounding central
central
banks'
banks'monetary
monetarypolicies.
policies.
AAsenior
seniorbanking
bankingsupervisor
supervisorsaid:
said:
“Higher
“Higherindebtedness
indebtednessbrings
bringsgreater
greater
financial
financial fragility.
fragility. Regulators
Regulators and
and
banks
bankshave
havemade
madesome
someprogress
progressinin
reducing
reducing leverage
leverage inin the
the banking
banking
sector.
sector. But
But itit remains
remains high
high
nonetheless.
nonetheless. And
And the
the increasing
increasing
indebtedness
indebtedness ofof borrowers
borrowers leaves
leaves
banks
banks vulnerable
vulnerable inin the
the face
face ofof
economic
economicshocks.”
shocks.”
Given
Given such
such views,
views, one
one ofof the
the
strongest
strongestrisks
risksisisconcern
concernabout
aboutthe
the
quality
quality ofof banks'
banks' risk
risk managemanagement,
ment,which
whichrose
rosefrom
fromNo.
No.1111inin
2014
2014 toto No.
No. 6 6 inin this
this survey.
survey.
Although
Althoughmuch
muchwork
workhas
hasbeen
beendone
done
byby banks
banks and
and their
their regulators
regulators toto
strengthen
strengthenrisk
riskcontrols,
controls,there
thereisisa a
sense
sense that
that banks
banks have
have still
still not
not
adequately
adequatelyaddressed
addressed not
not just
just the
the
scale
scaleofofrisk
riskbut
butalso
alsoitsitschanging
changing
nature.
nature.

Banking
BankingBanana
BananaSkins
Skins
2015
2015
(2014
(2014ranking
rankingininbrackets)
brackets)

11 Macro-economic
Macro-economicenvironment
environment(3)
(3)
22 Criminality
Criminality(9)
(9)
33 Regulation
Regulation(1)
(1)
44 Technology
Technologyrisk
risk(4)
(4)
55 Political
Politicalinterference
interference(2)
(2)
66 Quality
Qualityofofrisk
riskmanagement
management(11)
(11)
77 Credit
Creditrisk
risk(7)
(7)
88 Conduct
Conductpractices
practices(16)
(16)
99 Pricing
Pricingofofrisk
risk(6)
(6)
10
10 Business
Businessmodel
model(-)(-)
11
11 Social
Socialmedia
media(19)
(19)
12
12 Reputation
Reputation(-)(-)
13
13 Capital
Capitalavailability
availability(10)
(10)
14
14 Interest
Interestrates
rates(12)
(12)
15
15 Emerging
Emergingmarkets
markets(17)
(17)
16
16 Shadow
Shadowbanking
banking(20)
(20)
17
17 Currency
Currency(22)
(22)
18
18 Liquidity
Liquidity(15)
(15)
19
19 Corporate
Corporategovernance
governance(8)
(8)
20
20 Management
Managementincentives
incentives(21)
(21)
21
21 Derivatives
Derivatives(18)
(18)
22
22 Human
Humanresources
resources(23)
(23)
23
23 Reliance
Relianceon
onthird
thirdparties
parties(24)
(24)
24
24 Sustainability
Sustainability(25)
(25)

The
Thechanging
changingnature
natureofofrisk
riskisissummed
summedupupbybythe
thesharp
sharprise
riseininconcern
concernabout
about
criminality
criminality(up
(upfrom
fromNo.
No.9 9totoNo.
No.2),
2),chiefly
chieflybecause
becauseofofthe
thealarming
alarmingspread
spreadofof
cyber-crime
cyber-crimeininananincreasingly
increasinglyborderless
borderlessmarket,
market,particularly
particularlydata
datatheft.
theft.This
Thisisis
closely
closely associated
associated with
with technology
technology risk
risk (No.
(No. 4)4) where
where underinvestment
underinvestment and
and
obsolescence,
obsolescence, and
and banks'
banks' growing
growing exposure
exposure toto competition
competition from
from “fintech”
“fintech”
companies,
companies,now
nowpresent
presentmajor
majorchallenges.
challenges.
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Another
Another
strongstrong
riser in
riser
theinarea
the of
area
risk
ofmanagement
risk management
is conduct
is conduct
practices
practices
(up from
(up from
No. 16
No.to16
No.to 8)
No.
because
8) because
of what
of what
is perceived
is perceived
to betothebebanks'
the banks'
failure
failure
to achieve
to achieve
“culture
“culture
change”
change”
in thein management
the management
of their
of their
business
business
practices
practices
despite
despite
strongstrong
regulatory
regulatory
pressure
pressure
and heavy
and heavy
fines.fines.
One One
banker
banker
described
described
unethical
unethical
business
business
practices
practices
as a “perennial
as a “perennial
risk [which]
risk [which]
won’twon’t
go away
go away
as weasmake
we make
money
money
out ofout of
people
people
who don't
who don't
pay money
pay money
back”.back”.
Even Even
so, reputation
so, reputation
risk risk
did not
did rank
not rank
as high
as high
as might
as might
be expected
be expected
(No. (No.
12) 12)
because
because
of theofview
the view
that this
thatisthis
oneisrisk
onetorisk
which
to which
there there
is little
is little
downside.
downside.
Political
Political
interference
interference
in banking
in banking
is seen
is to
seen
be to
declining
be declining
(down(down
from from
No. 2No.
last2year
last to
year
No.to5)No. 5)
and excessive
and excessive
regulation,
regulation,
long long
a high-ranking
a high-ranking
risk, risk,
slipped
slipped
from from
the top
theposition
top position
last year
last to
year
No.to3.No.
The
3. most
The most
threatening
threatening
riser in
riser
thisinarea
this is
area
social
is social
mediamedia
(up from
(up from
No. 19
No.
to 19
No.to11)
No.with
11) its
with
power
its power
to damage
to damage
bank bank
reputations
reputations
with or
with
without
or without
soundsound
evidence.
evidence.

Central
Central
banks
banks
willwill
make
make
sure
sure
banks
banks
have
have
enough
enough
liquidity
liquidity

A number
A number
of risks
of risks
whichwhich
were were
associated
associated
with the
withfinancial
the financial
crisiscrisis
have have
continued
continued
to to
recede.
recede.
Among
Among
them them
are the
arepricing
the pricing
of risk
of (i.e.
riskaggressive
(i.e. aggressive
under-pricing
under-pricing
to achieve
to achieve
competitive
competitive
advantage)
advantage)
whichwhich
went went
downdown
from from
No. 6No.
to No.
6 to 9,No.
the9,availability
the availability
of of
capital
capital
to strengthen
to strengthen
bank bank
balance
balance
sheetssheets
(down(down
from from
No. 10
No.to10No.
to 13),
No. and
13), and
liquidity
liquidity
risk (down
risk (down
from from
No.15No.15
to No.to18)
No.because
18) because
of theofcommitment
the commitment
by central
by central
banksbanks
to keep
to keep
funding
funding
markets
markets
afloat.afloat.
Interest
Interest
rate risk
rate was
risk also
was low
also atlow
No.at 14
No. 14
despite
despite
the long
the long
anticipated
anticipated
end to
end
quantitative
to quantitative
easing:
easing:
banksbanks
have have
had plenty
had plenty
of of
time to
time
prepare
to prepare
for it,for
though
it, though
it willitbe
will
a first
be atime
first experience
time experience
for the
forindustry
the industry
and its
and its
impact
impact
cannot
cannot
be predicted
be predicted
with any
withcertainty.
any certainty.
Two Two
notable
notable
risersrisers
are emerging
are emerging
markets
markets
(up from
(up from
No. 17
No.to17No.
to 15)
No. where
15) where
concern
concern
focuses
focuses
on the
onprospects
the prospects
for China
for China
and the
andimpact
the impact
of weak
of weak
commodity
commodity
pricesprices
on a string
on a string
of dependent
of dependent
economies,
economies,
and shadow
and shadow
banking
banking
(up from
(up from
No. 20
No.
to 20 to
No. 16),
No. the
16),unregulated
the unregulated
(and therefore
(and therefore
potentially
potentially
dangerous)
dangerous)
para-financial
para-financial
sectorsector
whosewhose
growth
growth
is seen
is to
seen
be to
fuelled
be fuelled
by excessive
by excessive
regulation
regulation
of mainstream
of mainstream
suppliers.
suppliers.
Institutional
Institutional
risks risks
to banks
to banks
showshow
a mixed
a mixed
trend.trend.
The good
The good
news news
is thatis the
thatrisk
the of
risk of
poor poor
corporate
corporate
governance
governance
has fallen
has fallen
sharply
sharply
from from
No. 8No.
to 8No.
to 19
No.following
19 following
recentrecent
improvements,
improvements,
though
though
there there
is a thread
is a thread
of concern
of concern
that boards
that boards
may no
may
longer
no longer
be physically
be physically
capable
capable
of staying
of staying
on toponoftop
issues
of issues
in their
in their
increasingly
increasingly
complex
complex
and and
fast-moving
fast-moving
institutions.
institutions.
The bad
Thenews
bad news
is thatisconcern
that concern
is rising
is rising
over the
overviability
the viability
of of
bankbank
business
business
models
models
(No. (No.
10) when
10) when
changing
changing
structures,
structures,
technologies
technologies
and and
markets
markets
demand
demand
constant
constant
adaptation.
adaptation.
Worthy
Worthy
of comment
of comment
among
among
the very
the very
low low
ranked
ranked
risks risks
is sustainability,
is sustainability,
or or
environment-associated
environment-associated
risk, risk,
at No.at 24.
No.Although
24. Although
a number
a number
of respondents
of respondents
saw asaw a
connection
connection
between
between
banksbanks
and their
and their
potentially
potentially
exposed
exposed
clientsclients
here, here,
the broad
the broad
perception
perception
is thatisbanks
that banks
have have
little to
little
feartofrom
fear from
environmental
environmental
threats,
threats,
and would,
and would,
in in
any case,
any case,
be able
be to
able
adapt.
to adapt.
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Risers and fallers
The dramatic changes in the global banking industry are reflected in
equally sharp shifts in risk perceptions. Here is a selection of risks
whose ranking has altered markedly since 2014.

Concern about the
quality of banks'
risk management
is rising

RISING RISKS
Macro-economic environment: fears about the strength of the
recovery
Criminality: alarming rise in cyber crime and fraud.
Conduct practices: lack of "culture
"culture change"
change" in
in banks
banks may
may be
be
perpetuating bad old ways.
Social media: the rising threat to bank reputations from popular
electronic networks.

FALLING RISKS
Corporate governance: much work has been done to improve the way
banks are run.
Pricing of risk: A lull in "silly pricing" which may, however, be
temporary.
Capital availability: Plenty of capital available, particularly for those
who don't need it.
Liquidity: Central banks will ensure there are no funding crises.
Derivatives: Trading of exotic products now under tighter control.

Types of response

A breakdown of responses by type shows that all major respondent groups (bankers,
observers and risk managers) are strongly concerned about the state of the global
economy and regulatory excess. Important points of difference come in their
attitudes towards institutional risk. Non-banker respondents generally believe that
banks are more vulnerable to operational risks such as criminality, technology,
conduct practices and reputation than the bankers themselves where the focus is
more on external pressures, such as political interference.
A breakdown of responses by region shows that the macro-economic outlook
dominates concerns around the world, except in North America where it ranks No.
2, possibly because of the stronger recovery in the US. The rising risks from
criminality were the North Americans' top concern, and also ranked high in other
regions. Otherwise there was a fairly strong global consensus that the main threats to
banking safety come from areas such as technology risk, credit risk and conduct
practices.

Preparedness

We asked respondents how well prepared they thought banks were to deal with the
risks identified by the survey on a scale where 5=well prepared and 1=poorly
prepared. The result was 3.13, slightly better than the 3.04 scored in 2014, and
continuing a rising trend since the peak of the financial crisis. Bankers rated their
preparedness higher than non-bankers. Geographically perceptions of preparedness
were strongest in the Far East Pacific followed by North America and Europe.

CSFI / New York CSFI E-mail: info@csfi.org Web: www.csfi.org
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Banana
Banana
SkinsSkins
Index
Index

The Banana
The Banana
SkinsSkins
IndexIndex
trackstracks
survey
survey
responses
responses
over over
time time
and can
andbe
canread
be as
read
anas an
indicator
indicator
of changing
of changing
anxiety
anxiety
levels.levels.
The upper
The upper
line shows
line shows
the average
the average
scorescore
(out of
(out of
five) five)
givengiven
to thetotop
therisk,
top and
risk,the
andbottom
the bottom
line shows
line shows
the average
the average
of alloftheallrisks.
the risks.
This This
year, year,
the top
therisk
top -risk
macro-economic
- macro-economic
risk -risk
has -risen,
has risen,
but the
butoverall
the overall
trend,trend,
as as
shownshown
by thebyaverage
the average
of allof
theallrisks,
the risks,
extends
extends
the downward
the downward
path itpath
began
it began
in 2014.
in 2014.
However
However
overall
overall
anxiety
anxiety
is stillishigher
still higher
than pre-crisis.
than pre-crisis.

'Anxiety
'Anxiety
Index'
Index'
continues
continues
to to
improve
improve

A closer
A closer
look look
at theatnumbers
the numbers

A closer
In our
look
Banana
at the Skins
numbers.
survey,
In our
respondents
Banana Skins
scoresurvey,
each risk
respondents
from 1-5,score
whereeach
5 is the
risk from
most 1-5,
severe.
where
A detailed
5 is the breakdown
most severe.ofAthe
detailed
ratingsbreakdown
is revealing
of (see
the ratings
Appendix
is 1).
revealing
We found:
(see Appendix 1). We found:
• Anxiety
• Anxiety
is growing
is growing
at theattop
theoftop
theofrankings
the rankings
but receding
but receding
elsewhere.
elsewhere.
The The
top cluster
top cluster
of risks
of risks
this year
this were
year were
seen as
seen
more
as more
severesevere
than in
than
2014
in 2014
but from
but from
No. No.
5 downwards
5 downwards
the reverse
the reverse
is trueis–true
which
– which
suggests
suggests
that outside
that outside
the main
the main
threats
threats
to to
the industry,
the industry,
the picture
the picture
is improving.
is improving.
• A•regional
A regional
breakdown
breakdown
reveals
reveals
the same
the same
average
average
level level
of anxiety
of anxiety
aboutabout
risks,risks,
but widely
but widely
different
different
preparedness.
preparedness.
Respondents
Respondents
from from
the Far
theEast
Far Pacific
East Pacific
were were
muchmuch
more more
optimistic
optimistic
aboutabout
their their
abilityability
to face
to these
face these
risks risks
than than
thosethose
from from
Europe,
Europe,
with North
with North
America
America
in between.
in between.
• The
• outlook
The outlook
of risk
of managers
risk managers
is now
is closer
now closer
to observers
to observers
than than
bankers,
bankers,
both both
in terms
in terms
of theofseverity
the severity
of risks
of risks
facedfaced
and the
andindustry’s
the industry’s
abilityability
to deal
to with
deal them.
with them.
In 2014
In 2014
risk managers
risk managers
were were
more more
closely
closely
aligned
aligned
with practitioners.
with practitioners.

• Bankers
• Bankers
and observers
and observers
disagree
disagree
most most
aboutabout
the severity
the severity
of operating
of operating
and and

governance
governance
risks,risks,
the former
the former
groupgroup
beingbeing
muchmuch
less anxious
less anxious
than than
the latter
the latter
aboutabout
threats
threats
that that
individual
individual
institutions
institutions
have have
more more
influence
influence
over. over.
Risk Risk
managers
managers
tended
tended
to falltoinfall
between.
in between.
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Who
Who
said
said
what
what
A breakdown
A breakdown
of responses
of responses
by type
by type
and and
geography
geography
shows
shows
important
important
differences
differences
in in
risk perceptions.
risk perceptions.

– commercial
– commercial
andand
investment
investment
bankers
bankers
Bankers
Bankers

AreAre
bankers
bankers
under-playing
under-playing
conduct
conduct
of of
business
business
risk?
risk?

1 Macro-economic
1 Macro-economic
envt.envt.
2 Regulation
2 Regulation
interference
interference
3 Political
3 Political
4 Criminality
4 Criminality
risk risk
5 Technology
5 Technology
6 Credit
6 Credit
risk risk
availability
availability
7 Capital
7 Capital
of risk
of risk
8 Pricing
8 Pricing
of risk
of risk
mgt.mgt.
9 Quality
9 Quality
Reputation
Reputation
10 10

Bankers
Bankers
see the
seeuncertain
the uncertain
economic
economic
outlook
outlook
as the
asbiggest
the biggest
threatthreat
to their
to their
prospects.
prospects.
But But
they they
continue
continue
to worry
to worry
aboutabout
risksrisks
that have
that have
dominated
dominated
theirtheir
thinking
thinking
sincesince
the peak
the peak
of of
the crisis,
the crisis,
thosethose
of excessive
of excessive
regulation
regulation
and and
political
political
interference.
interference.
Reputation
Reputation
risk is
risk
also
is also
high high
for them.
for them.
TheyThey
are increasingly
are increasingly
concerned
concerned
aboutabout
risingrising
cybercyber
crimecrime
and the
and the
needneed
to stay
to stay
on top
onof
toptechnology
of technology
changes.
changes.
TheyThey
recognise
recognise
that the
thatquality
the quality
of their
of their
risk risk
management
management
needsneeds
improvement.
improvement.
A notable
A notable
absentee
absentee
fromfrom
the top
theten
topisten
conduct
is conduct
of of
business
business
risk which
risk which
camecame
No. 8No.
overall.
8 overall.

– analysts,
– analysts,
consultants,
consultants,
academics,
academics,
service
service
Observers
Observers

providers
Observers
of theofbanking
the banking
industry
industry
tooktook
a a
1 providers
Macro-economic
1 Macro-economic
envt.envt. Observers
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2 Criminality
Criminality
Regulation
3 Regulation
Technology
risk risk
4 Technology
Conduct
practices
practices
5 Conduct
Quality
of risk
of risk
mgt.mgt.
6 Quality
Political
interference
interference
7 Political
Reputation
8 Reputation
9 Business
Business
model
model
Social
Social
media
media
10

strikingly
strikingly
different
different
viewview
of theofrisk
the risk
outlook
outlook
fromfrom
bankers.
bankers.
While
While
they they
shared
shared
bankers'
bankers'
top concerns
top concerns
withwith
the macrothe macroeconomy,
economy,
they they
placed
placed
a number
a number
of risks
of risks
at at
a higher
a higher
level,level,
including
including
criminality,
criminality,
technology,
technology,
conduct
conduct
practices,
practices,
quality
quality
of of
risk management,
risk management,
reputation
reputation
and the
and the
viability
viability
of banking
of banking
models.
models.
These
These
are all
are all
close-to-home
close-to-home
risksrisks
which
which
outsiders
outsiders
to theto the
business
business
may may
find find
easier
easier
to evaluate.
to evaluate.

RiskRisk
managers
managers
– people
– people
whowho
workwork
in risk
in risk
management,
management,
including
including
regulators
regulators
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Macro-economic
1 Macro-economic
envt.envt.
Regulation
2 Regulation
Criminality
3 Criminality
Technology
risk risk
4 Technology
Credit
risk risk
5 Credit
Conduct
practices
practices
6 Conduct
7 Political
Political
interference
interference
Quality
of risk
of risk
mgt.mgt.
8 Quality
Pricing
of risk
of risk
9 Pricing
Interest
Interest
ratesrates
10
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People
People
in theinbusiness
the business
of risk
of management
risk management
shared
shared
the general
the general
concern
concern
aboutabout
the macrothe macroeconomic
economic
outlook,
outlook,
and the
andpossibly
the possibly
damaging
damaging
effecteffect
of excessive
of excessive
regulation.
regulation.
But But
mostmost
of theofrisks
the risks
on their
on their
top list
topare
listones
are ones
which
which
are within
are within
the banks'
the banks'
capacity
capacity
to to
control:
control:
criminality,
criminality,
technology,
technology,
credit,
credit,
the the
pricing
pricing
of risk
of and
risk conduct
and conduct
practices,
practices,
eveneven
the quality
the quality
of risk
of management
risk management
itself.itself.
Of allOf all
the major
the major
respondent
respondent
categories,
categories,
they they
werewere
the most
the most
concerned
concerned
aboutabout
the future
the future
path path
of of
interest
interest
ratesrates
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Europe
Europe
11
22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99
10
10

Macro-economic
Macro-economicenvt.
envt.
Regulation
Regulation
Criminality
Criminality
Political
Politicalinterference
interference
Technology
Technologyrisk
risk
Reputation
Reputation
Pricing
Pricingofofrisk
risk
Conduct
Conductpractices
practices
Capital
Capitalavailability
availability
Business
Businessmodel
model

Having
Havingcontributed
contributedalmost
almosthalf
halfofofthis
thisyear’s
year’s
responses,
responses,Europe’s
Europe’srankings
rankingslargely
largelymirrored
mirrored
the
theglobal
globalresults.
results.Economic
Economicuncertainty,
uncertainty,
especially
especiallyininthe
theeurozone,
eurozone,led
ledthe
thelist
listofof
concerns,
concerns,but
butwas
wasclosely
closelyfollowed
followedby
byhigher
higher
than
thanaverage
averageanxiety
anxietyabout
aboutpublic
public
environment
environmentrisks:
risks:regulation,
regulation,political
political
interference
interferenceand
andreputation.
reputation.The
Therelated
relatedrisks
risks
around
aroundcriminality
criminalityand
andtechnology
technologyalso
also
featured
featuredprominently.
prominently.

Far
FarEast
EastPacific
Pacific
11
22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99
10
10

Macro-economic
Macro-economicenvt.
envt.
Technology
Technologyrisk
risk
Criminality
Criminality
Credit
Creditrisk
risk
Conduct
Conductpractices
practices
Quality
Qualityofofrisk
riskmgt.
mgt.
Regulation
Regulation
Social
Socialmedia
media
Capital
Capitalavailability
availability
Interest
Interestrates
rates

The
Theweakness
weaknessofofChina
Chinaand
andconcerns
concernsabout
about
the
thefuture
futureofofquantitative
quantitativeeasing
easingmeant
meantthe
the
macro-economic
macro-economicenvironment
environmentwas
wasby
bysome
some
distance
distanceviewed
viewedasasthe
thebiggest
biggestrisk
riskininthe
theFar
Far
East
EastPacific
Pacificarea.
area.This
Thiswas
wasalso
alsothe
theonly
only
region
regiontotohave
haveinterest
interestrates
ratesininits
itstop
topten.
ten.
Technology
Technologywas
wasanother
anothernotable
notablethreat,
threat,
including
includingcybercrime
cybercrimeand
andsocial
socialmedia,
media,while
while
conduct
conductpractices
practicesranked
rankedhigher
higherthan
thanaverage.
average.
But
Butthere
therewas
wasless
lessemphasis
emphasison
onpublic
public
environment
environmentrisks,
risks,including
includingregulation.
regulation.

North
NorthAmerica
America

Criminality
Criminalitytops
tops
concerns
concernsin
inNorth
North
America
America

10

11
22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99
10
10

Criminality
Criminality
Macro-economic
Macro-economicenvt.
envt.
Regulation
Regulation
Technology
Technologyrisk
risk
Political
Politicalinterference
interference
Social
Socialmedia
media
Reputation
Reputation
Business
Businessmodel
model
Shadow
Shadowbanking
banking
Conduct
Conductpractices
practices

The
Theperceived
perceivedthreat
threatofofcybercrime
cybercrimedominated
dominated
the
theview
viewininNorth
NorthAmerica,
America,coming
comingahead
aheadofof
concerns
concernsabout
aboutthe
themacro-economy,
macro-economy,possibly
possibly
because
becauseofofthe
thestrength
strengthofofthe
theUS
USrecovery.
recovery.
There
Therewas
wasalso
alsoan
anemphasis
emphasison
oncompetition
competition
from
fromnon-traditional
non-traditionalentrants
entrantstotothe
thebanking
banking
sector,
sector,with
withthe
therisks
risksaround
aroundtechnology,
technology,
business
businessmodels
modelsand
andshadow
shadowbanking
bankingall
all
making
makingthe
thetop
topten.
ten.On
Onthe
theother
otherhand,
hand,risks
risks
related
relatedtotogovernance
governancewere
wererated
ratedlower
lowerthan
than
the
theglobal
globalaverage.
average.
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Preparedness
Preparedness
We asked
We asked
respondents
respondents
how well
how prepared
well prepared
they thought
they thought
banksbanks
were were
to handle
to handle
the the
risks that
riskslie
that
ahead,
lie ahead,
on a scale
on a scale
wherewhere
5=well
5=well
prepared
prepared
and 1=poorly
and 1=poorly
prepared.
prepared.
The The
average
average
score score
was 3.13,
was 3.13,
signalling
signalling
more more
optimism
optimism
than the
than3.04
the score
3.04 score
we recorded
we recorded
in 2014.
in 2014.
A breakdown
A breakdown
by type
by type
of respondent
of respondent
showsshows
that bankers
that bankers
rated rated
their their
level level
of of
preparedness
preparedness
higherhigher
than risk
than managers,
risk managers,
with observers
with observers
of theofindustry
the industry
the most
the most
pessimistic
pessimistic
group.group.
Total Total

3.13 3.13

Bankers
Bankers
Risk managers
Risk managers
Observers
Observers

3.24 3.24
3.15 3.15
3.00 3.00

A regional
A regional
breakdown
breakdown
reveals
reveals
that preparedness
that preparedness
was seen
wasto
seen
be better
to be better
in thein
Far
theEast
Far East
PacificPacific
regionregion
than Europe,
than Europe,
with North
with North
America
America
in between.
in between.

Banks
Banks
are are
seen
seen
to be
to be
better
better
prepared
prepared

Far East
FarPacific
East Pacific
North North
America
America
Europe
Europe

3.23 3.23
3.13 3.13
3.09 3.09

Respondents’
Respondents’
viewsviews
on preparedness
on preparedness
2/5: The
2/5:size
Theand
sizecomplexity
and complexity
of theoflargest
the largest
banksbanks
renders
renders
them them
inflexible
inflexible
and 'too
and 'too
big tobig
govern'
to govern'
in such
in such
a dynamic
a dynamic
marketplace.
marketplace.
Significant
Significant
shocksshocks
are inevitable
are inevitable
given given
the plethora
the plethora
of risks
of identified,
risks identified,
many many
being being
new challenges.
new challenges.
Observer,
Observer,
UK UK
2/5: The
2/5: biggest
The biggest
banksbanks
are bigger
are bigger
than in
than
2007.
in 2007.
They They
are almost
are almost
as complex
as complex
and and
interconnected
interconnected
as in as
2008.
in 2008.
Leverage
Leverage
is lower
is lower
but remains
but remains
excessive.
excessive.
They They
have have
political
political
supporters
supporters
but the
butpublic
the public
wouldwould
welcome
welcome
their comeuppance.
their comeuppance.
Not aNot
gooda good
situation
situation
in an uncertain
in an uncertain
world.world.
Observer,
Observer,
USA USA
3/5: Many
3/5: Many
areas areas
of bank
of risk
bankmanagement
risk management
have improved
have improved
for theforbetter,
the better,
whichwhich
has has
made made
the system
the system
sounder.
sounder.
However,
However,
new risks
new are
risksemerging
are emerging
for which
for which
there there
is no is no
historical
historical
experience
experience
that can
thatbecan
drawn
be drawn
on to on
assist
to assist
with change.
with change.
ManyMany
new risks
new risks
remainremain
relatively
relatively
unmanaged.
unmanaged.
Banker,
Banker,
New Zealand
New Zealand
3/5: Banks
3/5: Banks
are prepared
are prepared
but the
butlack
theof
lack
a clear
of a view
clear of
view
upcoming
of upcoming
changes
changes
does not
does not
allow allow
them to
them
fully
to anticipate
fully anticipate
potential
potential
issues.issues.
Risk manager,
Risk manager,
Luxembourg
Luxembourg
4/5: With
4/5: With
the exception
the exception
of new
of technologies
new technologies
and cyber
and cyber
attacks,
attacks,
banksbanks
are well
are well
prepared.
prepared.
The new
The rules
new rules
(Basel(Basel
III) support
III) support
much much
of thisof preparation.
this preparation.
Banker,
Banker,
Mexico
Mexico
4/5: Increased
4/5: Increased
capitalcapital
provision
provision
will help
will on
help
some
on some
of theofendemic
the endemic
risks. risks.
BanksBanks
are are
vulnerable
vulnerable
to their
to own
their political
own political
blind blind
spots,spots,
external
external
political
political
uncertainties,
uncertainties,
and and
rapidly
rapidly
changing
changing
technologies.
technologies.
Observer,
Observer,
UK UK
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1.1.Macro-economic
Macro-economicenvironment
environment(3)
(3)
The
Therisk
riskthat
thateconomic
economicconditions
conditionscould
coulddamage
damagebanks,
banks,forforexample
examplethrough
through
uncertain
uncertainrecovery
recoveryororthe
thegrowth
growthofofasset
assetbubbles
bubbles
The
Theuncertainties
uncertaintiesininthe
themacro-economic
macro-economicenvironment
environmentpresent
presentthe
themain
mainthreat
threattotothe
the
recovery
recoveryofofthe
theglobal
globalbanking
bankingsystem,
system,according
accordingtotothis
thisyear's
year'sBanana
BananaSkins
Skinssurvey
survey
ofofbanking
bankingrisk.
risk.This
Thismarks
marksa achange
changeininperceptions.
perceptions.InIn2014,
2014,macro-economic
macro-economicrisk
risk
came
cameNo.
No.3 3(behind
(behindexcessive
excessiveregulation
regulationand
andpolitical
politicalinterference).
interference).ItsItsmove
movetotothe
the
top
topreflects
reflectsgrowing
growingconcerns
concernsabout
aboutthe
theweakness
weaknessofofthe
theeconomic
economicrecovery
recoveryand
anditsits
apparent
apparentfailure
failuretototake
takefirm
firmroot.
root.
There
Thereare
aremany
manyreasons
reasonsforforthis:
this:the
thehigh
highlevel
levelofofdebt
debtthat
thatpersists
persistsininallallthe
themain
main
sectors
sectorsaround
aroundthe
theworld:
world:sovereign,
sovereign,corporate
corporateand
andconsumer,
consumer,plus
plusthe
thebig
bigquestion
question
mark
markover
overthe
thefuture
futureofofquantitative
quantitativeeasing
easingand
andinterest
interestrates.
rates.The
Theweakness
weaknessofofChina
China
and
andother
otheremerging
emergingmarkets
marketsadds
addsanother
anotherlayer
layerofofrisk.
risk.Softening
Softeningcommodity
commodityprices
prices
and
andthe
thegrowing
growingthreat
threatofofdisruption
disruptionthrough
throughcybercrime
cybercrimeare
arefurther
furtherfactors.
factors.

Global
Globalgrowth
growthisis
only
onlyhappening
happening
because
becauseofof
artificial
artificial
conditions
conditions

Concern
Concernabout
aboutmacro-economic
macro-economicrisk
riskwas
wasparticularly
particularlymarked
markedininEurope
Europebecause
becauseofof
unsettled
unsettledconditions
conditionsininthe
theeurozone,
eurozone,and
andtotoa slightly
a slightlylesser
lesserextent
extentininNorth
NorthAmerica
America
because
becauseofofthe
theQE
QEquestion.
question.Macro-economic
Macro-economicrisk
riskwas
wasalso
alsothe
thetop
topconcern
concernforforallall
types
typesofofrespondent
respondent(bankers,
(bankers,risk
riskmanagers
managersand
andobservers).
observers).
The
Thefact
factthat
thatmany
manyeconomies
economieshave
havenow
nowreturned
returnedtotopositive
positivegrowth
growthdoes
doesnot
notappear
appear
totobebesoftening
softeningthese
theseconcerns:
concerns:indeed
indeedit itseems
seemstotoreinforce
reinforcethe
theview
viewthat
thatgrowth
growthis is
only
onlyoccurring
occurringbecause
becauseofofthe
theartificial
artificialconditions
conditionscreated
createdbybyabnormally
abnormallylow
low
interest
interestrates,
rates,and
andcould
couldeasily
easilyfail
failasasasset
assetbubbles
bubblesburst
burstatata atime
timewhen
whencentral
central
banks
bankshave
haverun
runout
outofofmonetary
monetaryammunition.
ammunition.Many
Manyrespondents
respondentsspoke
spokeofofthe
theglobal
global
economy's
economy'svulnerability
vulnerabilitytoto“shocks”
“shocks”ofofboth
boththe
thefinancial
financialand
andnatural
naturalkinds,
kinds,and
andthe
the
prospects
prospectsofofrecession/deflation.
recession/deflation.AAsenior
seniorcredit
creditanalyst
analystatatone
oneofofthe
theleading
leadingrating
rating
agencies
agenciessaid:
said:“The
“Theonset
onsetofofinterest
interestrate
ratenormalisation
normalisationininsome
somecountries,
countries,the
theChina
China
slowdown
slowdown and
and the
the unresolved
unresolved Euromess
Euromess allall have
have significant
significant potential
potential forfor
instability.”
instability.”
Banks
Banksare
arehighly
highlyvulnerable
vulnerabletotoallallthese
thesedevelopments
developmentsthrough
throughtheir
theirexposure
exposuretotodebt
debt
and
andtheir
theirneed
needforforliquidity.
liquidity.The
Thesenior
seniorvice-president
vice-presidentofofregulatory
regulatoryrisk
riskatata alarge
large
Canadian
Canadianbank
bankwarned
warnedthat
that“the
“thelow
lowrate,
rate,low
lowgrowth
growthenvironment
environmentis isgoing
goingtotoput
put
pressure
pressureononbanks
bankstotoeither
eithermove
moveout
outthe
therisk
riskcurve,
curve,ororreduce
reducetheir
theircost
costbase
basewhich
which
might
mightmake
makethem
themless
lessable
abletotomitigate/monitor
mitigate/monitorthe
therisks
risksthey
theyare
aretaking.”
taking.”Similar
Similar
messages
messagescame
camefrom
frommany
manydifferent
differentpoints
pointsaround
aroundthe
theworld
world(see
(seebox).
box).
Not
Noteveryone
everyonewas
waspessimistic.
pessimistic.AAnumber
numberofofrespondents
respondentsfelt
feltthat
thatwhile
whilemacromacroeconomic
economicrisk
riskwas
washigh,
high,a amuch-strengthened
much-strengthenedbanking
bankingsystem
systemcould
couldwithstand
withstandthethe
shocks.
shocks.AAsenior
seniorUS
USbanker
bankersaid
saidthat
that“slow
“slowgrowth
growthand
andvolatile
volatilemarkets
marketswill
willimpact
impact
individual
individualinstitutions,
institutions,but
butsafety
safetyofofthe
thesystem
systemisisunlikely
unlikelytotobebea aconcern.”
concern.”AAUS
US
regulator
regulatoradded
addedthat
that“macro
“macrovolatility
volatilityis isalways
alwaysa arisk
risktotobanks.
banks.Recent
Recentprudential
prudential
reforms
reformsshould
shouldhelp
helptototemper
temperthese
theserisks.”
risks.”
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Russia.
Russia.
“Negative
“Negative
trends
trends
in in
thethe
economy
economy
[are]
[are]
leading
leading
to to
a decline
a decline
in business
in business
activity
activity
and
and
in the
in the
financial
financial
condition
condition
of of
economic
economic
entities”.
entities”.
Thailand.
Thailand.
“Slow
“Slow
recovery
recovery
and
and
poor
poor
sentiment
sentiment
areare
affecting
affecting
almost
almost
all all
levels
levels
of of
business
business
and
and
consumer
consumer
[activity].
[activity].
Potentially
Potentially
this
this
willwill
reduce
reduce
growth
growth
[and
[and
affect
affect
the]
the]
profit
profit
margins
margins
of of
banks
banks
and
and
financial
financial
institutions.”
institutions.”
South
South
Africa.
Africa.
“In“In
Africa
Africa
asas
a whole,
a whole,
thethe
state
state
of of
thethe
economy
economy
- especially
- especially
in in
countries
countries
very
very
dependent
dependent
onon
one
one
particular
particular
industry
industry
- over
- over
thethe
next
next
couple
couple
of of
years
years
willwill
bebe
precarious,
precarious,
and
and
strict
strict
monitoring
monitoring
needs
needs
to to
[be[be
applied].”
applied].”
Brazil.
Brazil.
“The
“The
length
length
of of
thethe
economic
economic
recession
recession
that
that
Brazil
Brazil
is currently
is currently
undergoing
undergoing
is a
is matter
a matter
of of
major
major
concern
concern
forfor
banks
banks
in in
general
general
asas
it will
it will
greatly
greatly
impact
impact
thethe
performance
performance
of of
thethe
loan
loan
portfolio.”
portfolio.”
Azerbaijan.
Azerbaijan.
“The
“The
economy
economy
is strongly
is strongly
dependent
dependent
onon
oil oil
prices
prices
since
since
thethe
main
main
inflow
inflow
into
into
thethe
budget
budget
is from
is from
oil oil
exports.
exports.
The
The
lowlow
level
level
of of
oil oil
prices
prices
is negatively
is negatively
affecting
affecting
thethe
overall
overall
economy
economy
and,
and,
in in
turn,
turn,
thethe
business
business
environment
environment
including
including
banking.”
banking.”

2.2.Criminality
Criminality(9)
(9)
The
The
risk
risk
to to
banks
banks
in in
areas
areas
such
such
asas
money
money
laundering,
laundering,
taxtax
evasion
evasion
and
and
cyber
cyber
attack
attack
The
The
reason
reason
forfor
thethe
very
very
sharp
sharp
rise
rise
in in
thisthis
risk
risk
is is
clear:
clear:
cybercrime.
cybercrime.
Respondents
Respondents
in in
North
North
America
America
andand
thethe
UKUK
hadhad
it as
it as
their
their
biggest
biggest
concern,
concern,
andand
other
other
regions
regions
ranked
ranked
it no
it no
lower
lower
than
than
No.
No.
3. 3.

Cyber-attacks
Cyber-attacksare
are
‘a‘adifferent
differentanimal’
animal’

“Tax
“Taxevasion
evasionand
andmoney
moneylaundering
launderingarearetwo
twothreats
threatsthat
thatcancanbebemanaged
managedandand
controlled.
controlled.
Cyber-attacks
Cyber-attacks
areare
a different
a different
animal”,
animal”,
said
said
anan
industry
industry
observer
observer
in in
thethe
US.
US.
Simon
Simon
Samuels,
Samuels,
a banking
a banking
consultant
consultant
in in
thethe
UK,
UK,
said:
said:
“We
“We
may
may
at at
some
some
point
point
seesee
a cyber-attack
a cyber-attack
so so
powerful
powerful
onon
anan
individual
individual
bank
bank
that
that
it has
it has
thethe
power
power
to to
bring
bring
down
down
thethe
institution,
institution,
necessitating
necessitating
a state
a state
bailout”.
bailout”.
Respondents
Respondents
from
from
around
around
thethe
world
world
had
had
similarly
similarly
urgent
urgent
comments
comments
(see
(see
box).
box).
Many
Many
respondents
respondents
worried
worried
that
that
banks
banks
have
have
little
little
power
power
to to
prevent
prevent
attacks
attacks
because
because
cybercrime
cybercrimecomes
comesin inmany
manydifferent
differentguises,
guises,from
fromopportunistic
opportunistichackers
hackersholding
holding
private
private
data
data
hostage,
hostage,
to to
organised
organised
criminals
criminals
pilfering
pilfering
funds
funds
through
through
digital
digital
channels,
channels,
to tostates
statesusing
usingespionage
espionageto tosteal
stealbanks’
banks’intellectual
intellectualproperty.
property.Ashley
AshleyDowson,
Dowson,
chairman
chairman
of of
Sepa
Sepa
Consultancy
Consultancy
in in
thethe
UK,
UK,
saw
saw
“potential
“potential
forfor
even
even
greater
greater
threats
threats
as as
financial
financialinstitutions
institutionsexperiment
experimentwith
withnew
newtechnologies
technologies... ...crypto
cryptocurrencies,
currencies,
distributed
distributed
ledgers,
ledgers,
andand
real-time
real-time
payments
payments
andand
settlement”.
settlement”.
Banks’
Banks’
underinvestment
underinvestment
in in
their
their
“creaking
“creaking
technology
technology
systems”
systems”
means
means
they
they
areare
onon
thethe
back
back
foot
foot
while
while
criminals
criminals
become
become
more
more
numerous,
numerous,
sophisticated
sophisticated
andand
audacious.
audacious.
AA
respondent
respondent
in in
thethe
USUS
said:
said:
“Cyber
“Cyber
criminals
criminals
work
work
2424
hours
hours
a day
a day
and
and
7 days
7 days
a a
week,
week,
and
and
don't
don't
have
have
to to
pay
pay
taxes
taxes
onon
their
their
gains.
gains.
The
The
industry
industry
is very
is very
vulnerable”.
vulnerable”.
The
The
material
material
risk
risk
is is
potentially
potentially
very
very
large.
large.
“Billions
“Billions
areare
lostlost
annually
annually
in in
these
these
types
types
of of
attack”,
attack”,
said
said
a banker
a banker
in in
New
New
Zealand,
Zealand,
while
while
anan
industry
industry
observer
observer
in in
thethe
UKUK
warned
warnedthat
that“cyber-attack
“cyber-attackononkey
keyfinancial
financialinfrastructure
infrastructurecould
couldparalyse
paralysekey
key
activities
activities
- such
- such
as as
interbank
interbank
payments
payments
- for
- for
some
some
days”.
days”.
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And there are other risks: regulatory reprimand, fines and reputational damage from

And there
are other
risks: regulatory
fines
and reputational damage from
impaired
security
and theftreprimand,
of customer
data.
impaired security and theft of customer data.

Even if banks do rise to the challenge, criminals will target the weakest links of a

All
areare
Allbanks
banks
vulnerable
vulnerable
through
the
through
the
weakest link in
weakest link in
the system

the system

Even if banks do rise to the challenge, criminals will target the weakest links of a
interconnected
financial
system
whichseeing
is currently
seeingofa proliferation of
heavilyheavily
interconnected
financial system
which
is currently
a proliferation
new players.
“While
banks
their cyber
defences,
suppliers
and other financial
new players.
“While banks
ready
their ready
cyber defences,
suppliers
and other
financial
infrastructure
(i.e.systems)
paymentwillsystems)
willprepared,
need tobut
beare
prepared,
but are not
market market
infrastructure
(i.e. payment
need to be
not
subject subject
to the same
regulatory/supervisory
authority as authority
the banks”,assaid
risk
to the
same regulatory/supervisory
thea banks”,
said a risk
manager
in Canada.
manager
in Canada.

“Cyber theft will only grow and at least one bank will fail in the next 10 years as a
Cyberfinancial
theft willofficer,
only grow
and at least one bank will fail in the next 10 years as a
result” -“Chief
Singapore

result” - Chief financial officer, Singapore

“A severe cyber attack could bring down a major financial institution or a financial
market infrastructure/bourse,
and could
create bring
a systemic
“A severe cyber attack
downimpact”
a major financial institution or a financial
- Regulator, Canada

market infrastructure/bourse, and create a systemic impact”
- Regulator, Canada

“Money laundering and tax evasion can harm reputation and cause regulatory
penalties but are unlikely to be life threatening. Cybercrime, though, could
and tax evasion can harm reputation and cause regulatory
destroy “Money
a bank” -laundering
Observer, UK

penalties but are unlikely to be life threatening. Cybercrime, though, could

“Every bank
is vulnerable,
a coordinated
destroy
a bank” -and
Observer,
UK attack could be devastating.
Adoption of new technologies makes this a growing risk”.
- Risk manager,
USAis vulnerable, and a coordinated attack could be devastating.
“Every bank

Adoption of new technologies makes this a growing risk”.

“We are awaiting the first default caused by cybercrime due to loss of funds
- Risk
manager,
USA
entrusted”
- Chief
risk officer,
The Netherlands

“We are awaiting the first default caused by cybercrime due to loss of funds
entrusted” - Chief risk officer, The Netherlands
Only five respondents out of 672 gave this risk a score of 1 out of five. Among their
reasons were that this was a passing scare “like Y2K”, that the risk lay more in
regulatory penalties than actual theft, and that tougher controls would keep the risk
at bay. Only five respondents out of 672 gave this risk a score of 1 out of five. Among their

reasons were that this was a passing scare “like Y2K”, that the risk lay more in

Respondents paid less attention to more conventional forms of crime. The head of
regulatory penalties than actual theft, and that tougher controls would keep the risk
finance at a bank in Luxembourg said: “Money laundering and tax evasion can be
at bay.
prevented
by good compliance measures and scrutiny of the economic background
of transactions”. But a few concerns were raised, mainly in emerging economies. A
Respondents
paid less
attention
more conventional
of crime.
The head of
respondent
in Nigeria spoke
of “the
threat ofto
enhanced
corruption andforms
the impact
on
money finance
laundering.”
Pourgholamali,
head“Money
of corporate
banking and
at Bank
at aMohammad
bank in Luxembourg
said:
laundering
tax evasion can be
Pasargad
in Iran, said:
“Terrorism
finance and
the money
fromof
terrorism
is a
prevented
by good
compliance
measures
andstream
scrutiny
the economic
background
very important
challenge allBut
over
and specifically
in the
MiddleinEast”.
of transactions”.
a the
fewworld,
concerns
were raised,
mainly
emerging economies. A

respondent in Nigeria spoke of “the threat of enhanced corruption and the impact on
money laundering.” Mohammad Pourgholamali, head of corporate banking at Bank
Pasargad in Iran, said: “Terrorism finance and the money stream from terrorism is a
very important challenge all over the world, and specifically in the Middle East”.
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3. Regulation (1)
The risk that (1)
the current wave of regulation will have a damaging effect on
3. Regulation
banks
The risk
that the current wave of regulation will have a damaging effect on
banks

Concern about the potentially damaging impact of regulatory tightening continues to

Concern
about
the potentially
impact
of regulatory
tightening
to
rank
high
among thedamaging
risks that
people
see to the
healthcontinues
of the banking
industry.
rank high
amongthere
the risks
see to the
health
of the banking
industry.
However
has that
beenpeople
a noticeable
shift
in opinion
away from
the strong concerns
However
there in
hasthe
been2014
a noticeable
in opinion
away was
from voted
the strong
voiced
surveyshift
(when
regulation
topconcerns
risk), towards a more
voicednuanced
in the 2014
survey
(when
regulation
was voted
top risk),controls,
towards though
a more also questions
view
which
accepts
the need
for tougher
nuanced view which accepts the need for tougher controls, though also questions
their cost and effectiveness.
their cost and effectiveness.

Regulatory
risk
Regulatory
risk
has
become
has become
more
morenuanced
nuanced

Thisthewas
No.for2 bankers
risk forbutbankers
butthose
lower
for those
outside the industry
This was
No.the
2 risk
lower for
outside
the industry
(observers
No.4). Geographically,
was
to be
the highest in Europe
(observers
placed itplaced
No.4). itGeographically,
it was seen toit be
theseen
highest
in Europe
(No. 2),
with2),
North
it No.
3 anditthe
Far3East
7 region No. 7
(No.
withAmerica
North placing
America
placing
No.
andPacific
the Farregion
East No.
Pacific
The regulatory
crackdown
since the since
financial
is stillcrisis
widelyisseen
be
The regulatory
crackdown
thecrisis
financial
stilltowidely
seen to be
excessive, costly and rife with inconsistencies and unintended consequences. Many
excessive, costly and rife with inconsistencies and unintended consequences. Many
respondents said its volume and complexity were eating into management time and
respondents
said its
volume questionable
and complexity
were Aeating
into management
time and
industry
margins while
producing
benefits.
respondent
from
industry
margins
while
producing
questionable
benefits.
A
respondent
from
Germany saw “an overkill in risk reporting without any additional added value for
Germany
“an overkill
in risk
without
the system.”
One saw
European
banker even
saidreporting
that regulatory
costany
had additional
reached theadded value for
point where
“non-compliance
is economically
justifiable”,
and regulatory
was only kept
the system.”
One European
banker even
said that
costinhad reached the
check by
reputation
point
whererisk.
“non-compliance is economically justifiable”, and was only kept in

check by reputation risk.

“My main concern is the regulatory
Respondents singled out particular
pendulum since 2008. This has
consequences, such as a loss of
“My main
concernsector
is the regulatory
massively derisked
the banking
Respondents
singled
out
particular
innovation and diversity as banks
pendulum
sincesolvency,
2008. This has
with
an
avalanche
of
liquidity,
consequences,
as aa loss of
conformed
to the same such
rules, and
massively
derisked
the banking sector
compliance and
governance
reporting
innovation
and because
diversityof as requirements
banks
reduction
in competition
andan
banking
taxes (and
with
avalanche
of liquidity, solvency,
the disproportionate
impact
conformed to the
same on
rules, more
and to
a come...).
Is the global
compliance
and governance reporting
equilibrium
Is the banking
smallerreduction
banks andinthe
rise in entrybecause
competition
of right?
requirements
and sector
banking taxes (and
to take and manage risks to
barriers.
analyst said that
theA credit
disproportionate
impactable
on
more
to
come...).
Is
the global
promote economic growth efficiently, or
regulation
encouraging
equilibrium
right?zero
Is the
smaller was
banks and
the rise inare
entry
we
moving
to
an
inefficient
riskbanking sector
“herding” so that “banks will migrate
able to take and manage risks to
barriers. A credit analyst said
that
system?”
to portfolios that have identical
promote economic growth efficiently, or
Emmanuel Vercoustre
was If this
encouraging
optimalregulation
regulatory profiles.
Deputy CEOare
andwe
Chief
Financial
Officer
moving
to an
inefficient zero risk
“herding”
“banks
will migrate
were to
happen so
it that
would
amplify
AXA Banquesystem?”
Europe, Belgium
to risk.”
portfolios that have identical
systemic
Emmanuel Vercoustre
optimal regulatory profiles. If this
Deputy CEO and Chief Financial Officer
Proposals
to “ring-fence”
operations
in many markets, including the UK, were
were
to happenretail
it would
amplify
AXA
Banque Europe, Belgium
a particular
concern.
A
UK
banking
professor
said
the
UK proposals “will have the
systemic risk.”
effect of weakening, rather than strengthening, the banking system, besides raising
costs and inefficiencies.”

Proposals to “ring-fence” retail operations in many markets, including the UK, were

a particular
UKfamiliar
banking
professor
theSkins
UK proposals
But these
concerns -concern.
many of A
them
from
previous said
Banana
surveys - “will have the
effect ofbyweakening,
ratherofthan
strengthening,
were balanced
the large number
respondents
who feltthe
thatbanking
- on the system,
whole - besides raising
what was
happening
was necessary and beneficial. Banks were stronger, more risk
costs
and inefficiencies.”
aware - and in many cases were operating profitably despite the sharp rise in
compliance
costs. concerns
A US regulator
argued
that familiar
“the economic
of the
crisis Skins surveys But these
- many
of them
from effects
previous
Banana
have had (and continue to have) a much more serious effect on bank performance
were balanced by the large number of respondents who felt that - on the whole than the post-crisis reforms,” and the chief risk officer of a Canadian bank said that
whatisn't
wasgoing
happening
was
necessary
and
beneficial.
were
stronger, more risk
“regulation
away and
most
institutions
have
adapted to Banks
the impact
of new
aware
and
in
many
cases
were
operating
profitably
despite
the sharp rise in
requirements”.
compliance costs. A US regulator argued that “the economic effects of the crisis
have had (and continue to have) a much more serious effect on bank performance
than the post-crisis reforms,” and the chief risk officer of a Canadian bank said that
“regulation isn't going away and most institutions have adapted to the impact of new
requirements”.
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4. Technology risk (4)
The risk that banks will fail to keep up with technological change

4. Technology
(4) in 2014, technology risk is still seen to be exceedingly
After jumpingrisk
14 places
The riskurgent
that banks
will fail
keep
up with
technological
change
this year.
It to
was
ranked
No.2
in the Far East
Pacific region.

After jumping 14 places in 2014, technology risk is still seen to be exceedingly
The heart of the problem is seen to lie in “hopelessly out-dated core banking IT
urgent this year. It was ranked No.2 in the Far East Pacific region.

systems”, suffering from many years of under-investment and now ill-equipped to

Banking
Banking
systems
areare
systems
badly
outout
of of
badly
date

date

cope
with
the strains
them by the
digital core
and banking
mobile banking
revolution.
The heart
of the
problem
is seenplaced
to lie on
in “hopelessly
out-dated
IT
Alexander
Campbell,
editor
of Operational and
Risk
& ill-equipped
Regulationtomagazine, said a
systems”,
suffering from
many years
of under-investment
now
cope with
the strains
placed
themtechnology
by the digital
banking
revolution.
failure
to keep
paceonwith
is and
“notmobile
so much
a risk
as a certainty; the burden
Alexander
editor of
Operational
Riskbanks
& Regulation
a
of Campbell,
multiple legacy
systems
at some
(due to magazine,
a history said
of mergers)
is already
failure tocausing
keep pace
with
technologyThe
is “not
so much a risk
as a certainty;
burden
real
problems”.
consequence
is that
banks arethevulnerable
to cybercrime
of multiple legacy systems at some banks (due to a history of mergers) is already
and service disruptions, and risk alienating customers who have already embraced
causing real problems”. The consequence is that banks are vulnerable to cybercrime
technology
in other
areas
of theircustomers
lives. who have already embraced
and service
disruptions,
and risk
alienating
technology in other areas of their lives.
“Banks create vested interests
As one UK banker put it, “Substantial
internally
in interests
all sorts of areas.As
IT one
is UK banker
“Banks create
vested
put [being]
it, “Substantial
spending
needed at a time when
internallyan
in all
sorts of with
areas.
IT isseeing spending
example
staff
their
[being]
neededisat low
a timeand
whencosts [are] being
income
an example
staffdependent
seeing their on keeping
jobswith
being
a is low
income
and costs
[are]
being
driven
hard
is
not
a good recipe for
jobs being
dependent
on keeping
a
system
in place.
Kills innovation.”
driven hard is not a good recipe for
investment”.
But
even
if banks have no
system in place. Kills innovation.”
Andrew Henderson
investment”. But even if banks have no
Andrew Henderson
choice,
the
question
oftohow and where to
Managing
director
choice,
the
question
of
how
and
where
Managing director
invest one:
is athere
difficult
one: there is a fear
Wychwood
UK invest is a difficult
is a fear
Wychwood
Consulting,Consulting,
UK
new
and costly
that new andthat
costly
systems
could besystems could be
quickly
rendered
obsolete.
“The cost and
quickly rendered
obsolete.
“The cost
and
complexity
of IT updates
difficult to
treasurersaid
in New
Zealand. in New Zealand.
complexity
of ITis updates
is justify”,
difficultsaid
to ajustify”,
a treasurer
Compounding
this is thatthis
banks
incur new
risks
as they
to keep
pace”,try
said
Compounding
is “may
that banks
“may
incur
newtryrisks
as they
to keep pace”, said
a financial
analyst in analyst
the US –in
such
systems
from bungled
a financial
theasUS
– suchoutages
as systems
outagesupgrades.
from bungled upgrades.
A widely echoed point was that if banks do not respond to changing technology,
A widely
echoed
was that
if banks
not market
respond
to changing
technology,
“disruptive
innovators
such point
as Google
and Apple
maydosteal
share
very
“disruptive
innovators
as Google
Apple
steal market share very
quickly by
disintermediating
banks such
from their
clients”, and
according
to amay
risk manager
quickly
disintermediating
from
according to a risk manager
in Canada.
The by
director
of finance atbanks
a bank
in their
India clients”,
said: “Technological
innovations
will eat away
of business
from banks,
as the
in Canada.
Thechunks
director
of finance
at asuch
bank
in large
Indianumber
said: “Technological
of payment
apps and the
expansion
of chunks
financialof
services
support
through
technology
innovations
will
eat away
business
from
banks,
such as the large number
companies”.
of payment apps and the expansion of financial services support through technology

companies”.

“Large banks continue to rely on old
But some respondents warned that
systems that simply cannot provide the
banks should not try and overreach in
“Largeand
banks
continue to rely on old
customer
expectations
But some
that experience
this area.
“Those respondents
who followwarned
of today”.
systems that simply cannot provide the
banks
should
try and
in
technology
change
for not
its own
sakeoverreach
Mohamed Datoo
customer experience and expectations
will go this
down. Those
wait until
area. who
“Those
who Governance,
follow risk
& compliance
of today”.
someonetechnology
else has taken
the
risks
and
change for its own
sake
consultant
Mohamed
Datoo
used trustworthy
technology
to wait
Honda
Financial Services, Canada
will go down.
Those who
until
Governance, risk & compliance
underpin market innovations will do
someone else has taken the risks and
consultant
much better”, said Philip Virgo, director of Winsafe in the
UK. Another UK-based
used said:
trustworthy
Honda Financial
Services, Canada
risk manager
“Banks don'ttechnology
need to be atto the forefront
[of technological
market
innovations
change],underpin
merely in the
pack behind.
Stayingwill
closedo
enough will be the hardest task”.

much better”, said Philip Virgo, director of Winsafe in the UK. Another UK-based
risk manager said: “Banks don't need to be at the forefront [of technological
change], merely in the pack behind. Staying close enough will be the hardest task”.
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5. political interference (2)

The risk
of political interference
in management and lending policies, or the
5. Political
interference
(2)
of new mandates,
taxesand
and
costspolicies, or the
The risk imposition
of political interference
in management
lending
imposition of new mandates, taxes and costs

The risk of political interference ranks high in the minds of bankers, still sore from

The risk of
interference
ranks highininthe
the past
mindsseven
of bankers,
soreconcern
from about this risk is
thepolitical
“bashing”
they received
years.stillBut
the “bashing”
theyItreceived
in thethree
past seven
concern about
risk is a few basis points,
easing.
was down
placesyears.
and But
its absolute
scorethis
dropped
easing. It suggesting
was down three
places
and its
dropped
a few basis
points, Farrant, “Banks are
in the
words
of absolute
former score
banking
supervisor
Richard
suggesting in the words of former banking supervisor Richard Farrant, “Banks are
still
an easy
political
target,
but thiswith
is diminishing
with time.”
still an easy
political
target,
but this
is diminishing
time.”

IsIs
political
riskrisk
political
really on the
really on the
wane?

wane?

Theisquestion
is whether
risk is
or merely on hold while
The question
whether this
perennial this
risk perennial
is really abating
or really
merely abating
on hold while
public opinion
its mind
up about
banking
The sceptics
felt that
publicmakes
opinion
makes
its mind
up behaviour.
about banking
behaviour.
The sceptics felt that
nothing much
had really
A chief
operating
officeroperating
at one of the
large UK
nothing
muchchanged.
had really
changed.
A chief
officer
at one of the large UK
banks said
there said
was “a
tendency
society, regulators
and politicians
to view
banks
there
was for
“a tendency
for society,
regulators
and politicians to view
banking as a community service where 'profit' is unacceptable.” In Switzerland,
banking
as
a
community
service
where
'profit'
is
unacceptable.”
In Switzerland,
Daniel Martineau, executive chairman of Summit Trust International, said: “This has
Daniel
Martineau,
executive
chairman
of
Summit
Trust
International,
said: “This has
been true in Switzerland and is likely to continue I'm sorry to say, to the detriment of
been true in Switzerland and is likely to continue I'm sorry to say, to the detriment of
the jurisdiction”.
the jurisdiction”.

Even if the financial crisis is now a matter of the past, respondents saw plenty of
reasons why
governments
might step
in again:
the need
to raiseofrevenues
at a respondents
time of
Even
if the financial
crisis
is now
a matter
the past,
saw plenty of
budget stress, to direct lending to “socially useful” sectors or, conversely, to
reasons
why
governments
might
step
in
again:
the
need
to
raise
revenues
at a time of
constrain lending to bubble sectors such as housing and to encourage new entrants to
budget
stress,
to The
direct
to “socially
useful” sectors
take on the
established
banks.
headlending
of operational
risk at a Luxembourg
bank or, conversely, to
constrain
lending
bubbleinvestor
sectorsprotection,
such as housing
and
encourage new entrants to
saw a political
agenda
which to
included
rebuilding
thetonational
tax base and
profit shifting.banks. The head of operational risk at a Luxembourg bank
takecombating
on the established

saw a political agenda which included investor protection, rebuilding the national

The political
outlook
also very uncertain,
with major elections in the offing in
tax base
andis combating
profit shifting.
many places, including the US, and highly unsettled conditions in the eurozone and
the Middle East. The Greek response here was apprehensive for obvious reasons.

The political outlook is also very uncertain, with major elections due in many

the US,
andrisk,
highly
unsettled
conditions
in on
the eurozone and the
However places,
there is including
little consistency
to this
its level
depending
very much
individualMiddle
countries.
Among
respondents,
concern
in Europe for
and obvious reasons. A
East.
Theour
Greek
response
here was
washighest
apprehensive
North America,
among
havens which
alwaysconcern
feel vulnerable
to political
bankerandsaid:
"IntaxGreece
the main
is country
risk and whether the
mood swings
over the horizon.
A respondent
from the Cayman
Islands
said: “The
government
will stick
to its commitments
towards
creditors
and implement the [EU
fear is that the US and later other jurisdictions limit who they allow their banks to do
bail-out]
business with,
and I memorandum.”
can see it including banks in perceived tax havens”.

However
there positive.
is little Although
consistency
to banks
this risk,
depending
very much on
The UK view
was broadly
British
have its
had level
a rough
ride
since the individual
crisis, there is
a clear perception
government wants
to call
a halt
countries.
Among that
ourthe
respondents,
concern
was
highest in Europe and
and allowNorth
them toAmerica,
recover confidence
and trust.
A bank which
director always
said this feel
was “an
and among
tax havens
vulnerable to political
ever present
risk
but
[is]
unlikely
to
reach
a
level
that
threatens
financial
stability.
mood swings over the horizon. A respondent from the Cayman Islands said: “The
Politicians generally pull back from the brink when they get close to this.”
fear is that the US and later other jurisdictions limit who they allow their banks to do
business with, and I can see it including banks in perceived tax havens”.

The UK view was broadly positive. Although British banks have had a rough ride
since the crisis, there is a clear perception that the government wants to call a halt
and allow them to recover confidence and trust. A bank director said this was “an
ever present risk but [is] unlikely to reach a level that threatens financial stability.
Politicians generally pull back from the brink when they get close to this.”
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6. Quality of risk management (11)

The risk
that banks
will incur losses
6. Quality
of risk
management
(11)because of inadequate risk
management
The risk that
banks will incur losses because of inadequate risk
management

Concern about the strength of banks' risk management is high1. Every type of

Concern about
the strength
of banks'– including
risk management
is high1.–Every
of top ten.
respondent
we surveyed
risk managers
had ittype
in their
respondent we surveyed – including risk managers – had it in their top ten.

Fewthat
disputed
that the
industrya has
a great
amount
Few disputed
the industry
has devoted
greatdevoted
amount of
time and
moneyoftotime and money to
improving
the
management
of
risk
in
recent
years;
the
question
improving the management of risk in recent years; the question is how effective it is how effective it
been.
Banks areresources
“throwing
resources
at opposed
the problem
as opposed to necessarily
has been. has
Banks
are “throwing
at the
problem as
to necessarily
gettingsaid
it right”,
Stephen
Walker, atfund
manager
getting it right”,
Stephensaid
Walker,
fund manager
Sanlam
FOUR at
in Sanlam
the UK. FOUR in the UK.
The LIBOR
forex manipulation
scandals are glaring
examples
of risk examples of risk
Theand
LIBOR
and forex manipulation
scandals
are glaring
management
failure.
management
failure.

Risk
Risk
management
is is
management
One question is the strength of bankers' commitment to risk management,
being
weakened
One question is the strength of bankers' commitment to risk management,
being
weakened
particularly at a time of market recovery. Some respondents wondered whether,
particularly
at aoftime
of market
recovery.
Some respondents
by competition
seven years
after the height
the crisis,
complacency
was beginning
to creep intowondered whether,

by competition banks’ thinking.
seven“Risk
yearshad
after
the height
ofsun
thebut
crisis,
was
beginning
to creep into
its moment
in the
this iscomplacency
being competed
away
as

“Risk
had itssaid
moment
in credit
the sun
but this
being
the marketbanks’
returnsthinking.
to aggressive
growth”,
the chief
officer
of aisbank
in competed away as
Australia. the
A banker
in Mexico
that risk growth”,
functions are
being
to theofficer of a bank in
market
returns warned
to aggressive
said
the relegated
chief credit
back seat as
banks are A
pushed
to increase
loan warned
activity. that risk functions are being relegated to the
Australia.
banker
in Mexico
back seat as banks are pushed to increase loan activity.

Some of the fault is seen to lie with

“Pressure on results [is] weakening
onerous and distracting regulatory
Some isofa the
the position of risk managers.”
requirements. “There
real fault
dangeris seen
on results [is] weakening
Chief risk “Pressure
officer
onerous
and
distracting
that the risk function is increasingly
Slovakia the position of risk managers.”

to lie with
regulatory
“There is a real danger
having its focusrequirements.
turned to regulatory
Chief risk officer
box-ticking, rather
risk
thatthan
the proactive
risk function
is increasingly
Slovakia
management”, said the chief risk officer of a bank in Australia.
A respondent
in the
having
its focus
turned to regulatory
UK said: “Risk management is all done now by slavish regulatory
rule-following
box-ticking,
ratheror,than proactive risk
if the bank fails to comply, by internal ratings-based models that fiddle the riskmanagement”, said the chief risk officer of a bank in Australia. A respondent in the
weighted assets … Surely a disaster itching to happen”.
UK said: “Risk management is all done now by slavish regulatory rule-following or,
if the bank
to comply,
byhave
internal
ratings-based
models
Several respondents
alsofails
worried
that banks
become
too dependent
on verythat fiddle the riskweighted
assetsmodels
… Surely
a disaster
itching
happen”.
technical risk
management
understood
by only
a fewtopeople.
The director of
a consulting firm in the UK criticised “over reliance on quantitative risk models and
not enough
qualitative
analysis”, also
whileworried
the headthat
of banks
internalhave
audit become
at a bank
Several
respondents
tooin dependent on very
Belgium said:
“Complex
can contain
errorsunderstood
that are difficult
to detect”.
technical
riskmodels
management
models
by only
a few people. The director of

a consulting firm in the UK criticised “over reliance on quantitative risk models and

However there were also cautionary voices about the opposing risk of stifling
not enough qualitative analysis”, while the head of internal audit at a bank in
growth. A UK bank board director said that “[banks] may become too safe. Risk is
models can contain
errors
inherent toBelgium
businesssaid:
and “Complex
economic development.
We should
notthat
run are
riskdifficult
in a to detect”.
cavalier manner, nor should we incentivise bankers or asset managers to do so. We
However
there ofwere
alsoriskcautionary
voices
about
the
risk of stifling
should, however,
be careful
curbing
taking; in doing
so we
create
theopposing
risk of
reducing our
growthArate
to levels
willdirector
not employ
workforce”.
growth.
UK
bank that
board
saidour
that
“[banks] may become too safe. Risk is

inherent to business and economic development. We should not run risk in a
cavalier manner, nor should we incentivise bankers or asset managers to do so. We
should, however, be careful of curbing risk taking; in doing so we create the risk of
reducing our growth rate to levels that will not employ our workforce”.

1

The absolute score given to this risk was slightly lower than in 2014 (by 0.06 out of 5) but the ranking
position rose because of changes in the score of other risks.

1

The absolute score given to this risk was slightly lower than in 2014 (by 0.06 out of 5) but the ranking
position rose because of changes in the score of other risks.
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7. Credit risk (7)
The risk that banks will suffer losses from lending to sovereign borrowers,

7. Credit
risk (7)and consumers
businesses

The risk that banks will suffer losses from lending to sovereign borrowers,
businesses and consumers

Concern about credit risk remains high. All the major areas of credit look

vulnerable,
be they
sovereign
or consumers,
or different
Concern about
credit risk
remains
high. Allborrowers,
the major corporates
areas of credit
look
regions. borrowers,
Indebtedness
is still orrising,
bank leverage
is worrying, and the
vulnerable,economic
be they sovereign
corporates
consumers,
or different
economic regions.
still rising,
leverage
is worrying,
and the
system Indebtedness
still has to is
undergo
the bank
test of
interest
rate “normalisation”
when central
system stillbanks
has tobegin
undergo
the test of
interest rateeasing.
“normalisation”
central
to reverse
quantitative
True, QEwhen
reversal
may be postponed if
banks begin
reverse economy
quantitativebegins
easing.toTrue,
QE reversal
may
be postponed
theto global
weaken,
but this
would
still be ifbad news because it
the global economy begins to weaken, but this would still be bad news because it
would make creditworthiness even more fragile.
would make creditworthiness even more fragile.

Bank
leverage
Bank
leverage
remains
high,high,
remains
butbut
‘so ‘so
far so
far so
good’

good’

Kathleen
CEO ofLtd,
Granularity
Ltd,consultancy,
a UK financial
consultancy,
said that “the
Kathleen Tyson,
CEOTyson,
of Granularity
a UK financial
said that
“the
normalisation
of interest
will cause
stress on governments,
normalisation
of interest rates
[...] willrates
cause[...]
substantial
stress substantial
on governments,
debtors anddebtors
financialand
institution
creditors.
Leverage
levels are
now well
in excess
of well in excess of
financial
institution
creditors.
Leverage
levels
are now
the pre-2008
levels crisis
thanks levels
to the incentives
debt finance
created
by finance created by
thecrisis
pre-2008
thanks to toward
the incentives
toward
debt
central bank
practices
of practices
financial repression
(ultrarepression
low policy(ultra
interestlow
rates)
and interest rates) and
central
bank
of financial
policy
quantitative easing (expanding government and financial sector borrowing capability
quantitative easing (expanding government and financial sector borrowing capability
through expansionary credit practices). At the same time the productive capacity of
through expansionary credit practices). At the same time the productive capacity of
the private sector, which must service debts of both private sector and governments,
service
of both
private
has grown the
onlyprivate
slowly sector,
and maywhich
still bemust
fragile.”
The debts
chief credit
officer
at a sector
large and governments,
only slowlyasset
andbubbles
may still
The chief credit officer at a large
Australian has
bankgrown
said: “Debt-fuelled
will be
not fragile.”
end comfortably”.
Australian bank said: “Debt-fuelled asset bubbles will not end comfortably”.

“The biggest underlying vulnerability is the very high and increasing level of
indebtedness of borrowers around the world - in some countries largely
“The biggest underlying vulnerability is the very high and increasing level of
corporates (e.g. China), in some countries households (UK, US) and in other
indebtedness
of borrowers
the world in- in
countries
largely
countries governments
(Europe,
Japan). Itaround
seems impossible
anysome
country
to
corporates
(e.g. China),
in some countries
households (UK, US) and in other
achieve growth
without increasing
indebtedness.
And crisis management
countries
(Europe,
Japan).
It seems
invariably just
involvesgovernments
shifting debt from
the private
to public
sectors.impossible in any country to

achieve growth without increasing indebtedness. And crisis management

“But higherinvariably
indebtedness
greater
financial
fragility.
banks sectors.
justbrings
involves
shifting
debt
from Regulators
the privateand
to public
have made some progress in reducing leverage in the banking sector. But it
remains high
nonetheless.
And the increasing
indebtedness
of borrowers
leaves
“But
higher indebtedness
brings
greater financial
fragility.
Regulators and banks
banks vulnerable in the face of economic shocks.”
have made some progress in reducing leverage in the banking sector. But it
Banking supervisor

remains high nonetheless. And the increasing indebtedness of borrowers leaves
banks vulnerable in the face of economic shocks.”
Banking
supervisor
So why doesn't
credit risk
rank higher up the scale?
One reason is “so far so good”. The warning signs are all there, but the actual
incidence of
is so credit
far relatively
low,higher
and could
diminish
Soloan
whyloss
doesn't
risk rank
up the
scale?further if global
growth continues and banks become stronger. One respondent said: “We live in
uncertain times
but I identify
vulnerabilities”.
Another
reason
One reason
is “sonofarspecial
so good”.
The warning
signs
are isallthat
there, but the actual
credit risk management is supposed to have improved as a core banking
incidence of loan loss is so far relatively low, and could diminish further if global
competence. The head of group regulatory affairs at a major French bank said: “This
continues
and banks
become
stronger. One
respondent said: “We live in
is a normalgrowth
risk which
can be mitigated
by sound
risk management
practices”.

uncertain times but I identify no special vulnerabilities”. Another reason is that

credit risk
supposed
to have
The main worriers
on thismanagement
front were risk ismanagers
who placed
creditimproved
risk at No. as
5 a core banking
competence.
head
group
affairs
at a major
French
bank said: “This
in their rankings.
BankersThe
placed
it atof
No.
6 andregulatory
other classes
of respondent
placed
it
in the low is
teens.
Geographically,
it was
concern
in the risk
emerging
market practices”.
a normal
risk which
can of
begreatest
mitigated
by sound
management
world. The manager of the risk management department of a large Chinese bank
said: “In emerging
economies,
in risk
China,
debt levels
rising credit risk at No. 5
The mainmarket
worriers
on this especially
front were
managers
whoareplaced
rapidly and so is the default rate. Globally, risk tolerance is likely to be lower as a
in
their
rankings.
Bankers
placed
it
at
No.
6
and
other
classes
of respondent placed it
result of a new wave of recession.”
in the low teens. Geographically, it was of greatest concern in the emerging market
world. The manager of the risk management department of a large Chinese bank
said: “In emerging market economies, especially in China, debt levels are rising
rapidly and so is the default rate. Globally, risk tolerance is likely to be lower as a
result of a new wave of recession.”
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8. Conduct practices (16)
The risk that banks will be damaged by poor sales, customer servicing and
other conduct of business practices

8. Conduct practices (16)

The risk that banks will be damaged by poor sales, customer servicing and
The risk
that banks
will be damaged by unethical business practices rises to its
other conduct
of business
practices

highest ever position in this survey. The fact that bankers ranked it No. 16, much

thanwill
riskbemanagers
(No.
6) andbusiness
other respondents
The risk lower
that banks
damaged by
unethical
practices rises(No.
to its5), suggests some
complacency
the industry.
highest ever
position in within
this survey.
The fact that bankers ranked it No. 16, much
lower than risk managers (No. 6) and other respondents (No. 5), suggests some
complacency
within thetheme
industry.
A repeated
was the absence of “culture change” in banks despite tougher
controls and vast fines. A risk manager at a bank in the UK (where this Banana Skin

A repeated
theme
was the
of “culture
change” business
in banks despite
tougher
was
ranked
No.absence
5) described
unethical
practices
as a “perennial risk
controls and vast fines. A risk manager at a bank in the UK (where this Banana Skin
[which] won’t go away as we make money out of people who don't pay money
was ranked No. 5) described unethical business practices as a “perennial risk
back”.
[which] won’t go away as we make money out of people who don't pay money
back”.

“There is little evidence of the required culture change in banking. We hear talk

of culture
change
programmes,
the in
pressures
on hear
staff talk
to sell, or only meet
“There is little
evidence
of the required
culture but
change
banking. We
of culture customers
change programmes,
theto
pressures
on staffThis
to sell,
or only
meet of business risk.
who are but
likely
buy, remain.
drives
conduct
customersFurther,
who are the
likelyLIBOR
to buy, and
remain.
This drives
conduct
of business
risk.
FOREX
scandals,
which
are very
recent and post-date
Further, the
and crisis,
FOREXpoint
scandals,
which
very recent and
post-date
theLIBOR
banking
to poor
riskare
management
controls
in areas of banks
the banking crisis, point to poor risk management controls in areas of banks
where losses can be considerable. This presents systemic risk.”
where losses can be considerable. This presents systemic risk.”
Caroline Barr
Caroline Barr
FinancialConsumer
ServicesPanel
Consumer Panel
Financial Services
UK
UK

Little
evidence
Little
evidence
of of
true
‘culture
true
‘culture
change’
change’

Some respondents
were concerned
institutions
areinstitutions
striving to improve
their to improve their
Some respondents
werethat
concerned
that
are striving
conduct but
remainbut
tarnished
the industry’s
pastindustry’s
transgressions.
greater
conduct
remainbytarnished
by the
past“With
transgressions.
“With greater
awareness of this problem, banks will probably behave better than in the past but
awareness
of
this
problem,
banks
will
probably
behave
better
than
in
the past but
continue to get a worse press”, said one academic. Others argued that banks are held
continue
to
get
a
worse
press”,
said
one
academic.
Others
argued
that
banks
are held
to higher standards than other industries, and less readily forgiven.

to higher standards than other industries, and less readily forgiven.

The rapidly changing industry climate poses fresh dangers in this area. A
commercial
in thechanging
UK said there
was “still
a very poses
high riskfresh
covering
AML in this area. A
Thebanker
rapidly
industry
climate
dangers
[anti-money
laundering],
sanctions,
and sales
andhigh
their
commercial
banker
in the product
UK saiddevelopment
there was “still
a very
risk covering AML
interaction[anti-money
with global conduct
regulators,
litigation product
and claimsdevelopment
management firm
laundering],
sanctions,
and sales and their
activity”. Technological change with its requirements for new business practices
interaction with global conduct regulators, litigation and claims management firm
adds to this risk.

activity”. Technological change with its requirements for new business practices
adds to this risk.

9. Pricing of risk (6)

The risk that banks will misprice risk due to competitive and other pressures

9. Pricing of risk (6)

The mis-pricing
of risk
one ofwill
themisprice
major causes
the global
financial crisis.
The risk
thatwas
banks
riskofdue
to competitive
andItother pressures
has fallen three places in the ranking, but this fall may only be temporary.

Theis mis-pricing
of risk
wascompetition,
one of theabundance
major causes
of the lack
global
Mis-pricing
driven by several
forces:
of liquidity,
of financial crisis. It
fallen
places the
in the
ranking,
butand
thislow
fallinterest
may only
temporary.
innovationhas
(i.e.
banksthree
all chasing
same
business)
rates.be
These
were all identified by respondents as part of the mix that made mis-pricing a
constant risk.
Mis-pricing is driven by several forces: competition, abundance of liquidity, lack of
innovation (i.e. banks all chasing the same business) and low interest rates. These

Those who
tookall
a positive
view by
stressed
the improvements
had taken
place made
in
were
identified
respondents
as part that
of the
mix that
mis-pricing a
bank management. The senior vice president, finance, at a large Canadian bank said
constant
risk.
that “while always a concern, there is sufficient transparency in the market that

Those who took a positive view stressed the improvements that had taken place in
bank management. The senior vice president, finance, at a large Canadian bank said
that “while always a concern, there is sufficient transparency in the market that
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materially mutes this risk”, and the head of internal audit at a Turkish bank said that
“risk management structures are becoming more robust, making organisations more
conservative about taking excessive/uncontrolled risks.”

materially mutes this risk”, and the head of internal audit at a Turkish bank said that
“risk management structures are becoming more robust, making organisations more
But there were many sceptics. John Hitchins,
of global
liquidity is
conservative“The
aboutglut
taking
excessive/uncontrolled
risks.”
chairman of the audit committee of Aldermore,
already leading to silly pricing,
led
by
the
capital
markets.”
onemany
of the
UK's new
But there were
sceptics.
John challenger
Hitchins, banks, said that
“The glut of global liquidity is
Chieftorisk
“history
tells us ofthis
will grow as a risk as
chairman of the
audit committee
Aldermore,
already leading
sillyofficer
pricing,
led by theAustralia
capital markets.”
one of the UK's
new challenger
said that
memories
of banks,
2008/9
fade”. The chief
Chief risk officer
“history tells investment
us this will grow
as a risk
officer
at as
a Swiss wealth
Australia
memories
of 2008/9
The chief
management firm said that
“in Switzerland
therefade”.
are additional
risks from excessive
investment officer at a Swiss wealth
lending practices by banks
trying to gain market share in an increasingly competitive
management firm said that “in Switzerland there are additional risks from excessive
mortgage
market”.
lending practices by banks trying to gain market share in an increasingly competitive
mortgage market”.
“

“

10. Business model (-)

10. Business
model
The risk that
banks (-)
will fail to produce business models which meet new
The risk business,
that banks will
fail to
produce
business
models which meet new
social
and
regulatory
requirements
business, social and regulatory requirements

Can
banks
Can
banks
evolve,
or just
evolve,
or just
retreat?
retreat?

the changes
profound
thatindustry
the banking
industry
gone
through over recent
With the With
profound
thatchanges
the banking
has gone
throughhas
over
recent
years,
we
introduced
a
Banana
Skin
to
this
year’s
survey
to
assess
years, we introduced a Banana Skin to this year’s survey to assess the risk that banks the risk that banks
fail tobusiness
produce
business
meet the
new
The fact that it
might failmight
to produce
models
whichmodels
meet thewhich
new realities.
The
factrealities.
that it
comes incomes
the top in
tenthe
overall
andoverall
ranked–consistently
high
across everyhigh
region
we every region we
top –ten
and ranked
consistently
across
surveyed surveyed
– shows it –is shows
receiving
a lot
of thought.
it is
receiving
a lot of thought.
The thrust of many comments was that big
The thrust of many comments was“Banks'
that big
entire business
banks are slow to innovate even at the best of
entire business
banks
are
slow
to
innovate
even
at
the
bestare
of being“Banks'
models
reshaped
times and, in the face of regulatory and political
models
are
being reshaped
not
by
the
economy's
needs
and, in theinto
facetheir
of regulatory
pressure, times
have retrenched
traditional and political
not by the economy's needs
but
by
the
unintended
pressure,
have retrenched
into their traditional
businesses
and withdrawn
from non-core
consequences ofbut
theby the unintended
markets. businesses
Conservative and
attitudes
increasingly
withdrawn
from regulators'
non-coremeddling.
Banks
consequences
of the
prevail. One
risk manager
in the UKattitudes
says this increasingly
markets.
Conservative
will comply – we regulators'
[customers] meddling. Banks
“feels like
a big risk
mostmanager
banks arein
ledthe
by UKwill
suffer.”
prevail.
Oneas risk
says
this
will comply – we [customers]
Observer, UK
traditional“feels
bankers.
Having
an
entrepreneurial
like a big risk as most banks are led by
will suffer.”
flair is necessary to keep ahead of the pack”.
Observer, UK
traditional
bankers.
Having
an
entrepreneurial
Another respondent likened big banks to “lumbering beasts showing little capability
flair
is
necessary
to
keep
ahead
of
the
pack”.
for rapid evolution to social and economic needs”.

Another respondent likened big banks to “lumbering beasts showing little capability

for rapid
evolution
to manager
social and
needs”.
Enumerating
the concerns,
a risk
at aeconomic
bank in Belgium
warned of “the nonsustainability of the current business model due to new or aggressive competitors
(more attractive
credit rates,
high interest
rate manager
on saving at
accounts,
advancing
Enumerating
the concerns,
a risk
a bank etc.),
in Belgium
warned of “the nondisintermediation,
market
with business
disruptivemodel
innovations
sustainability
of entrants
the current
due to (e.g.
new payments
or aggressive competitors
market), and ‘unfair’ competition of state-owned banks.”
(more attractive credit rates, high interest rate on saving accounts, etc.), advancing
disintermediation,
market
with are
disruptive
innovations
This leaves
the industry vulnerable
to newentrants
players “which
not burdened
with the (e.g. payments
and loops
‘unfair’
banks.”
IT issues market),
or processing
andcompetition
hurdles facedof
bystate-owned
larger institutions”,
such as tech

companies offering peer-to-peer lending, mobile money and cyber currencies.
Differences
in leaves
regulation
also anvulnerable
issue because
they players
create an“which
unlevelare
playing
This
the are
industry
to new
not burdened with the
field between
different
types of competitor
the same
chief
IT issues
or processing
loops and for
hurdles
facedbusiness.
by largerThe
institutions”,
such as tech
innovation
officer of aoffering
bank in Singapore
commented
“technology
companies
companies
peer-to-peer
lending,on mobile
money
and cyber currencies.
taking away profitable slices of the banking business and enjoying regulatory
Differences in regulation are also an issue because they create an unlevel playing
arbitrage”.

field between different types of competitor for the same business. The chief
innovation officer of a bank in Singapore commented on “technology companies
taking away profitable slices of the banking business and enjoying regulatory
arbitrage”.
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A few comments, however, played down the severity of this risk. “The bank
business model
hasplayed
changed,
There are big
A few comments,
however,
downbut
the disruption
severity of has
this not
risk.really
“The occurred.
bank
entry”,butsaid
the chief
executive
of a bank
business barriers
model hastochanged,
disruption
has not
really occurred.
There in
are New
big Zealand. A risk
barriers manager
to entry”, in
said
the chiefsaid:
executive
of a slow
bank on
in innovation,
New Zealand.banks
A risk
Indonesia
“Though
tend to follow trends
manager and
in Indonesia
said: “Though
slow on innovation, banks tend to follow trends
adapt reasonably
well”.
and adapt reasonably well”.

11. Social
media (19)
11. Social
media (19)

risk
thatbrand
a bank’s
could
harmed
The riskThe
that a
bank’s
couldbrand
be harmed
bybe
social
mediaby social media
Following
its low position
the 2014 survey,
risksurvey,
that social
couldsocial media could
Following
its lowin position
in the the
2014
the media
risk that
damage banks
has
risen
very
strongly
this
year,
notably
in
North
America
where
it America where it
damage banks has risen very strongly this year, notably in North
ranked No. 6. (It came No. 8 in the Far East Pacific and No. 15 in Europe).

Social media
Social media
are forcing
are forcing
change

change

ranked No. 6. (It came No. 8 in the Far East Pacific and No. 15 in Europe).

For many respondents, social media are forcing banks to make fundamental changes
Forthey
many
respondents,
media
forcing
to make fundamental changes
to the way
protect
their brandssocial
because
theirare
“light
speed banks
and unprecedented
reach”, their
unpredictability
and lacktheir
of accountability
make them
very different
to the
way they protect
brands because
their a“light
speed and unprecedented
beast to other
reputational
risks. Criticisms and
launched
social media can
cause
reach”,
their unpredictability
lackthrough
of accountability
make
them a very different
reputational
damage
whether
or
not
they
are
well-founded.
“Once
it
gets
hold
it media can cause
beast to other reputational risks. Criticisms launched through social
becomes true (no matter how false) and hard to extinguish”, warned a treasurer at a
damage
not they biased
are well-founded.
“Once it gets hold it
bank inreputational
New Zealand.
“Socialwhether
media or
is absurdly
against financial
becomes
true (no
matter how
false)manager
and hard
extinguish”,
a treasurer at a
institutions”,
said Adrian
Rossignolo,
actuarial
at to
Provincia
Seguroswarned
de
bank in What
Newmakes
Zealand.
“Social
media is
absurdly
Vida in Argentina.
matters worse,
a respondent
in the
UK noted,biased
is that against financial
“at timesinstitutions”,
it is difficultsaid
for Adrian
banks toRossignolo,
respond to criticism
to privacy
or
actuarialdue
manager
at Provincia
Seguros de
competitive
concerns”.
Vida
in Argentina. What makes matters worse, a respondent in the UK noted, is that

“at times it is difficult for banks to respond to criticism due to privacy or

This risk is probably too novel to be fully evaluated, let alone subjected to wellconcerns”.
planned competitive
mitigation strategies,
so there may be an element of emotion in the
responses. Nonetheless, a number of respondents
“Harmevaluated,
is just one tweet
This
is probably
let alone subjected to wellwelcomed
thisrisk
innovation,
seeing too
the novel
benefitstotobe fully
away.”
society outweighing
the
risks:
“Overall
a
positive
planned mitigation strategies, so thereBanking
may consultant
be an element of emotion in the
pro-competitive
feature”,
as one respondent
put it,of respondents
responses.
Nonetheless,
a number
and an welcomed
opportunity this
for innovation,
savvy banks.seeing
Davidthe benefits to
“Harm is just one tweet
Shirreff, a financial writer, said: “Social media should keep institutions on
their toes
away.”
society
outweighing
the
risks:
“Overall
a
positive
and act as an early warning system rather than a threat”. By engaging directly
withconsultant
Banking
pro-competitive
feature”,
as show
one respondent
put it,
customers
on social platforms,
banks can
they are listening
to and acting upon
and“This
an is opportunity
for need
savvyto understand
banks. David
complaints.
precisely why banks
and be active on social
media rather
than fearful,”
said awriter,
former said:
banking
executive
in theshould
UK. keep institutions on their toes
Shirreff,
a financial
“Social
media

and act as an early warning system rather than a threat”. By engaging directly with

A few respondents
downplayed
the longerbanks
term can
consequences
of are
social
media to and acting upon
customers on
social platforms,
show they
listening
damage. An operations manager at a bank in New Zealand said: “Banks play
complaints.
“This is
precisely
why social
banksmedia
need catches
to understand
and be active on social
everything
extremely safely.
Most
of the stuff
is low level
media
rather
fearful,”
said
a former
banking
executive in the UK.
'noise' that
no one
reallythan
remembers
(from
a banking
point
of view)”.

A few respondents downplayed the longer term consequences of social media

damage. An operations
manager at a bank in New Zealand said: “Banks play
12. Reputation
(-)
extremely
the stufforsocial
The riskeverything
that the industry
will safely.
suffer aMost
poor of
reputation
lack ofmedia
publiccatches is low level
trust 'noise' that no one really remembers (from a banking point of view)”.
Banks have received such a battering in recent years that one might expect
reputation risk to be among the very highest threats they face. Yet the results shown
by this survey are more nuanced, reflecting such questions as: is there any downside
risk left, has the tide of opprobrium turned, is it time for society, in its own interest,
The risk that the industry will suffer a poor reputation or
to help banks up rather than knock them down? In the UK, comments included:

12. Reputation (-)
trust

lack of public

Banks have received such a battering in recent years that one might expect
reputation risk to be among the very highest threats they face. Yet the results shown
by this survey are more nuanced, reflecting such questions as: is there any downside
risk left, has the tide of disfavour turned, is it time for society, in its own interest, to
help banks up rather than knock them down? In the UK, comments included:
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“Damage is already done. Little risk going forward… the story is getting stale”. A
risk manager at a bank in Singapore noted that: “Libor, FX fixing etc. have brought
a bad
but that
has not
prevented
banks
“Damageabout
is already
done.reputation,
Little risk going
forward…
the story
is getting
stale”.from
A achieving their
risk manager
at a bank goals”.
in Singapore noted that: “Libor, FX fixing etc. have brought
commercial
about a bad reputation, but that has not prevented banks from achieving their
commercial
goals”.
Interestingly,
the risk managers (including regulators) who responded to this survey

ranked reputation risk down at No. 17. Bankers placed it at No. 10 and observers at

Bank
Bank
reputations:
reputations:
little
more
to to
little
more
lose?

lose?

Interestingly, the risk managers (including regulators) who responded to this survey
No. 8. Geographically,
risk ranked
in10
Europe
(No. 6)atand North America
ranked reputation
risk down at No. this
17. Bankers
placedhighest
it at No.
and observers
(No.7). It was
lower highest
in other
of(No.
the 6)
world.
No. 8. Geographically,
thismuch
risk ranked
in parts
Europe
and North America
(No.7). It was much lower in other parts of the world.
Most respondents did, of course, see
“The industry seems
Most respondents
did, public
of course,
see a priority, a task
“The industry
seems resilient to being
remarkably
rebuilding
trust as
remarkably
resilient
rebuilding public
trustthey
as a predicted
priority, a task
hated
by to
thebeing
public”
which
would
be long and
hated by the
which they predicted would be long and
UKpublic”
bank director
difficult. “It may take two generations to get
UK bank director
difficult. “It may take two generations to get
ridsaid
of the
taint”, said
a respondent
in the US.
rid of the taint”,
a respondent
in the
US.
One isproblem
continued
exposure
to past
practices.
“Many
banks and financial
One problem
continuedis exposure
to past
practices.
“Many
banks and
financial
institutions
have current
improved
currentbutprocesses,
seems
institutions
have improved
processes,
what seemsbutto what
sting is
the to sting is the
consequences
of conduct of
before
the recent
wave
regulatory
said Donchange”, said Don
consequences
conduct
before
theofrecent
wavechange”,
of regulatory
Campbell,Campbell,
Head of Risk
and of
Compliance
Aussie HomeatLoans
in Australia.
Others
Head
Risk andatCompliance
Aussie
Home Loans
in Australia. Others
took a dimmer
view.
“Banks
will
continue
to
find
ways
of
making
themselves
look themselves look
took a dimmer view. “Banks will continue to find ways of making
foolish; maverick teams and Spanish practices will continue to come into the open,
foolish; maverick teams and Spanish practices will continue to come into the open,
and the press will continue to take full advantage of good copy,” said the senior
the press
continue
to takethreat
full of
advantage
of good
copy,”
director ofand
a global
ratingswill
agency.
The increased
cyber-attacks
was seen
to said the senior
director
of
a
global
ratings
agency.
The
increased
threat
of
cyber-attacks
was seen to
compound this risk.

compound this risk.

A poor reputation damages banks by weakening its lobbying efforts. For example, it
has become
hard reputation
for banks todamages
be seen banks
to be resisting
regulation
with efforts.
good For example, it
A poor
by weakening
its even
lobbying
reason. Some
respondents
there to
could
outcomes
for even with good
has become
hardwarned
for banks
be also
seenbetoundesirable
be resisting
regulation
wider society.
“The
publicrespondents
shaming of the
banking
industry,
down,
reason.
Some
warned
there
couldwhile
alsoslowing
be undesirable
outcomes for
has done great reputational damage and could be a catalyst for growth in shadow
wider
society.
“The
public
shaming
of
the
banking
industry,
while
slowing
down,
banks”, said a risk manager in Canada.

has done great reputational damage and could be a catalyst for growth in shadow
banks”, said a risk manager in Canada.

13. Capital availability (10)

The risk that banks will not be able to raise affordable capital

13. Capital availability (10)

Concern about the banks' ability to raise fresh capital to rebuild their balance sheets
The risk that banks will not be able to raise affordable capital
is abating. In 2012, in the aftermath of the financial crisis, this Banana Skin stood at
No. 4. The consensus is that there is plenty of capital about, and if there are
about
the banks'
ability to
raise
fresh capital
to (e.g.
rebuild
their balance sheets
shortagesConcern
they apply
to particular
geographic
areas
or classes
of banks
small
is
abating.
In
2012,
in
the
aftermath
of
the
financial
crisis,
this
Banana
Skin stood at
banks) rather than to the industry as a whole. The chief risk officer of a large
4. said:
The “The
consensus
that with
therecapital
is plenty
capitalandabout,
AustralianNo.
bank
world isisawash
at the of
moment,
well and if there are
credentialed
banks arethey
seeing
no issues
in raising geographic
capital.”
shortages
apply
to particular
areas or classes of banks (e.g. small

banks) rather than to the industry as a whole. The chief risk officer of a large

However,Australian
there are stillbank
potential
the main
one being
cost.capital
The days
said:problems,
“The world
is awash
with
at when
the moment, and well
banks made super profits and paid out generous dividends are past. Today's banks
credentialed banks are seeing no issues in raising capital.”
are becoming utilities offering lower - if steadier - returns, and regulators are leaning
on them to retain earnings rather than distribute them. Many respondents felt that the
However,
there
areadjust
still to
potential
problems,
the main
onethat
being
cost. The days when
investment
market had
yet to
these new
realities, with
the result
return
banks
made unrealistically
super profitshigh.
and Peter
paid Wilson-Smith,
out generousdirector
dividends
are past. Today's banks
expectations
remained
of Meritus
Consultants
the UK, said:
“Theoffering
big issuelower
for banks
is convincing
investors
areinbecoming
utilities
- if steadier
- returns,
and that
regulators are leaning
they can get
positionearnings
where returns
equity
will exceed
costMany
of capital.
If
on back
themtotoa retain
ratheronthan
distribute
them.
respondents
felt that the
they cannot
do that it will
be difficult
raise
capital.”
It wasnew
alsorealities,
up to the banks
to result that return
investment
market
had yetto to
adjust
to these
with the
seek longer-term shareholders who preferred stability to volatile returns.

expectations remained unrealistically high. Peter Wilson-Smith, director of Meritus
Consultants in the UK, said: “The big issue for banks is convincing investors that
they can get back to a position where returns on equity will exceed cost of capital. If
they cannot do that it will be difficult to raise capital.” It was also up to the banks to
seek longer-term shareholders who preferred stability to volatile returns.
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will
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COCO
the
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'At
some
market' point,
market'
reality
will hit
the COCO
market'

Some respondents
took that
the while
view bank
that returns
while have
bank fallen,
returns
Some respondents
took the view
thehave
risks fallen, the risks
high, particularly
withbail-in
the new
bail-in
regimes that
remain remain
high, particularly
with the new
regimes
that regulators
and regulators and
governments
are introducing.
A UKsaid
respondent
saidprofitability
that “banking
governments
are introducing.
A UK respondent
that “banking
has profitability has
failed tofailed
recover
Europe in
to Europe
levels that
investors
to invest
in
to inrecover
to would
levelsencourage
that would
encourage
investors
to invest in
banks”.
Banks have
succeeded
in raising
considerable
amounts
of capital
in
form
Some
respondents
took
the
view
that while
returns
have
fallen,
thetherisks
banks”.
Banks
have
succeeded
in bank
raising
considerable
amounts
of capital in the form
of hybrid
convertible
bonds,
though
one regimes
respondent
saidregulators
“at some point,
remain
high,
particularly
with convertible
the new
bail-in
and
ofcontingent
hybrid
contingent
bonds,
though that
one
respondent
said “at some point,
however, reality
will hit the COCO
market”.
governments
are introducing.
A UK
respondent
that “banking profitability has
however,
reality will
hit the
COCOsaid
market”.
failed to recover in Europe to levels that would encourage investors to invest in
This risk
washave
of greater
concern
to bankers
(who ranked
it No.
7) than
banks”.
Banks
succeeded
in raising
considerable
amounts
of capital
in to
theoutside
form
was
of the
greater
concern
to ranked
bankers
(who
ranked
No. 7) than to outside
whorisk
ranked
it in
high
teens.
It also
higher
in emerging
ofobservers
hybridThis
contingent
convertible
bonds,
though
one
respondent
said
“at someitmarkets
point,
observers
who
itmarket”.
in theand
high
teens.
also ranked
higher The
in emerging markets
where balance
sheets
areranked
more fragile
access
to It
capital
can be harder.
however,
reality will
hit the
COCO
principalwhere
manager
of a bank
in Nigeria
said that
“current
are can
not be harder. The
balance
sheets
are more
fragile
andmarket
accessconditions
to capital
favourably
to raising
and
the chief
financial
officer
aoutside
bank inconditions are not
manager
ofcapital”,
ato bank
in (who
Nigeria
said
This
risk principal
wasdisposed
of greater
concern
bankers
ranked
itthat
No. “current
7) thanoftomarket
Hong Kong
concerned
capital
scarcity
inability
to
pursue
observers
whowas
ranked
it in theabout
high
teens.
It also
ranked
higher
inchief
emerging
markets
favourably
disposed
to “increased
raising
capital”,
and
theand
financial
officer of a bank in
new business
due
to capital
restraints.”
where
balance
sheets
are
more
fragile
and
access
to
capital
can
be
harder.
Theinability to pursue
Hong Kong was concerned about “increased capital scarcity and
principal new
manager
of a bank
that “current market conditions are not
business
due in
toNigeria
capitalsaid
restraints.”
favourably disposed to raising capital”, and the chief financial officer of a bank in
Hong
was concerned
14.Kong
Interest
ratesabout
(12)“increased capital scarcity and inability to pursue
new
due to capital
restraints.”
Thebusiness
risk to banks
from the
“normalisation” of interest rates

14. Interest rates (12)

Central banks
will proceed
cautiously on
Central
banks
Central
banks
interest
rates
will
proceed
will
proceed
cautiously
on on
cautiously
interest rates

interest rates

Although
therisk
long-anticipated
reversal
of quantitative easing
by central
banks,
The
to banks from
the “normalisation”
of interest
rates
particularly
the Federal
14.
Interest
ratesReserve,
(12) dominates the outlook for interest rates, interest
raterisk
riskto
itself
is ranked
relatively
low precisely
everyone can see it coming.
The
banks
from
“normalisation”
ofbecause
interest
Although
the the
long-anticipated
reversal
ofrates
quantitative easing by central banks,
In fact this Banana Skin has dropped a couple of positions over the last year because
particularly
the interest
Federalchange
Reserve,
dominates
the outlook for interest rates, interest
of
the
many
positives
that
could
bring
to
banks.
Although the long-anticipated reversal of quantitative easing by central banks,
rate
risk
itself
is
ranked
relatively
low
precisely
because everyone can see it coming.
particularly the Federal Reserve, dominates the outlook for interest rates, interest
In
fact
this
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has
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a
couple
of
over
the
A
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in
rates
will
widen
net
interest
margins
(NIMs)
and
bring
prospect
of last year because
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can the
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coming.
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the
main
question
being could
whether
this
will
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ofBanana
the many
that
interest
bring
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Ingreater
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ofchange
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inevitable
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struggle to meet higher loan
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manythe
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interest
change
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costs. There
wasin
an rates
even division
of opinion
about this.margins (NIMs) and bring the prospect of
A rise
will widen
net interest
A rise ingreater
rates will
widen net interest
margins
(NIMs)
and bring
the prospect
profitability
for banks,
the main
question
being
whetherofthis will be enough
The chief
risk officer
of an the
Australian
bank said
thatwhether
“loan losses
may
greater
profitability
for banks,
main
question
being
this will
be increase,
enough
to
offset
the
inevitable
rise
in
bad
debt
as
borrowers
struggle
to meet higher loan
profits
will rise
improve,
offsettingstruggle
the losses”,
andhigher
the senior
tohowever
offset the
inevitable
in badpotentially
debt as borrowers
to meet
loan
costs.
Thereatwas
an even
division
ofsaid
opinion
about this.
president
of
finance
a
large
Canadian
bank
that
“higher
interest
rates
may
costs. There was an even division of opinion about this.
generate higher loan losses, however deposit margins would improve.”
officer
of anbank
Australian
losses may increase,
The chiefThe
risk chief
officerrisk
of an
Australian
said that bank
“loan said
lossesthat
may“loan
increase,
Howeverhowever
there will
was
also awill
strong
campoffsetting
which
believed
that and
creditworthiness
profits
improve,
potentially
offsetting
the
however
profits
improve,
potentially
the losses”,
the losses”,
senior and the senior
generally
fragile
that Canadian
higher
borrowing
costs,
on
top
collapsing
president
ofwas
finance
at and
afinance
large
bank
said
that coming
“highersaid
interest
may interest rates may
president
of
at a large
Canadian
bank
thatofrates
“higher
commodity
prices,
overblown
property
markets
and
stressed
governments
could
generate
higher
loan
losses,
however
deposit
margins
would
improve.”
generate higher loan losses, however deposit margins would improve.”
cause a lot of damage. A US banker said that “while banks should be on average
beneficiaries
increased
(unless they
are excessively
professional
markets
However
thereofwas
also aNIMs
strong
which
believed that
creditworthiness
there
was
alsocamp
a governments
strong
campthatwhich
believed fiscal
that creditworthiness
funded),However
the fragile
real risk
have
disastrous
generally
was
andwill
that come
higher from
borrowing
costs, coming
on top
of collapsing
generally
was
fragile
and
that
higher
borrowing
costs,
coming
on top of collapsing
policies andprices,
cannotoverblown
manage their
debt service
requirements;
that could
cannot
commodity
property
markets
and stressedinstitutions
governments
commodity
prices,
overblown
property
markets
and
stressed
governments could
handle
the
interest
rates
and
inflation
that
are
occurring,
and
individuals
who
are
cause a lot of damage. A US banker said that “while banks should be on average
devastated
by
spike
interest
payments
andexcessively
loss
debtprofessional
service banks
capacity.”
A be on average
cause
a lot
of in
damage.
A
US
banker
saidofthat
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should
beneficiaries
of the
increased
NIMs
(unless
they
are
markets
Canadian
said will
that
“the
long
low interest
rateexcessively
environment
will
funded),
thebanker
real risk
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governments
that
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fiscal
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(unless
theyhave
are
professional
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ofservice
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policies
and
cannot
manage
debt
requirements;
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that
cannot
funded),
thecaused
realtheir
risk
will
come
from
governments
thatwill
have
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when
rates rates
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handle
interest
and inflation
that
are debt
occurring,
andrequirements;
individuals whoinstitutions
are
policies
and cannot
manage
their
service
that cannot
devastatedhandle
by the the
spike
in
interest
payments
and
loss
of
debt
service
capacity.”
A
interest
rates
and
inflation
that
are
occurring,
and
individuals
who are
There was,
however,
broad“the
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thatlong
thislow
is aninterest
area where
central bankswill
will
Canadian
banker
said that
unusually
rate environment
devastated
by
the
spike
in
interest
payments
and
loss
of
debt
service
capacity.”
A
proceed
cautiously
to
avoid
disruption.
A
UK
central
banker
said
this
“is
not
a
big
have almost certainly caused a lack of discipline in lending decisions that will only
Canadian
banker
saidPaul
thatSmee,
“thedirector
unusually
long
interest
rateofenvironment will
deal aswhen
it
will
happen
slowly”.
general
of low
the UK's
Council
surface
rates
normalize.”
Mortgage
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saidcertainly
that “the caused
speed ofanormalisation
is moreinimportant
the
have
almost
lack of discipline
lendingthan
decisions
that will only
process
itself”.
Awhen
minority
ofnormalize.”
scepticsthat
stillthis
doubted
that where
normalisation
would will
even
surface
rates
There
was,
however,
broad
agreement
is an area
central banks
proceed cautiously to avoid disruption. A UK central banker said this “is not a big
deal as it There
will happen
Smee,
director general
of the
UK's
Council
was, slowly”.
however,Paul
broad
agreement
that this
is an
area
whereof central banks will
Mortgageproceed
Lenders, cautiously
said that “the
speed
of
normalisation
is
more
important
than
the this “is not a big
to avoid disruption. A UK central banker said
process itself”. A minority of sceptics still doubted that normalisation would even

deal as it will happen slowly”. Paul Smee, director general of the UK's Council of
Mortgage Lenders, said that “the speed of normalisation is more important than the
process itself”. A minority of sceptics still doubted that normalisation would even
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happen because central banks lacked the confidence to reverse a situation - and a
psychology - that had become so deeply embedded in the last seven years.

happen because central banks lacked the confidence to reverse a situation - and a
psychology - that had become so deeply embedded in the last seven years.

This was a risk on which there were no marked differences of view among classes of

- all
of were
themno
placing
in the midoftoview
lowamong
teens.classes of
This was arespondent
risk on which
there
markeditdifferences
respondent - all of them placing it in the mid to low teens.

15. Emerging
(17)
15. Emerging
marketsmarkets
(17)

The
riskfrom
to banks
from
volatilitymarkets
in emerging markets
The risk to
banks
volatility
in emerging

China
is the
China
is the
obvious
focus
obvious focus

Concern
aboutmarket
emerging
risk is possibly
rising, though
possibly
not as much as might
Concern about
emerging
risk ismarket
rising, though
not as much
as might
be given
expected
given the
gloomy
Chinapolitical
and worsening
political and
be expected
the gloomy
headlines
fromheadlines
China andfrom
worsening
and
economiceconomic
conditions in
many partsinofmany
the emerging
conditions
parts ofworld.
the emerging world.
A US respondent
predicted that
“disruptions
the Middle East,
North
AfricaEast,
and North Africa and
A US respondent
predicted
thatin“disruptions
in the
Middle
China will have a significant negative effect on the world economy in 2016.” A
China will have a significant negative effect on the world economy in 2016.” A
Japanese respondent said that “rising insolvencies in China and slowed growth rate
Japanese
respondent
that “rising
in China
and slowed growth rate
in emerging
economies
will havesaid
negative
impacts insolvencies
on global liquidity
and money
incould
emerging
economies
have negative
impacts
on global liquidity and money
flow which
cause high
volatilitywill
and worldwide
financial
instability.”

flow which could cause high volatility and worldwide financial instability.”

“It is quite alarming how little attention has been paid to the Chinese banking
sector [which
looks]
to behow
the next
for ahas
global
financial
crisis.
“It is
quiteprimed
alarming
littlecatalyst
attention
been
paid to
the Chinese banking
Key risk factors include the sheer magnitude of the sector and of individual
sector
[which
looks]
primed
to
be
the
next
catalyst
for
a
global
banks, [...] the opacity of their balance sheets, the size of non-performing loans financial crisis.
Key risk factors
include
sheer
magnitude
theofsector
and of individual
receiving continued
state support
via the
multiple
means,
and theof
lack
systemic
[...]
opacity
of their
experiencebanks,
in China
in the
handling
a large
scalebalance
financial sheets,
crisis.” the size of non-performing loans
receiving continued state support via multiple means, and the lack of systemic
Bank director
Canada experience in China in handling a large scale financial crisis.”

Bank director
Canada voiced concerns about a variety of areas and countries
Although respondents
(Middle East, North Africa, Brazil, Nigeria etc.) most of them came back to the
main focus: China. “The spectre of a declining Chinese economy and the resulting
Although respondents voiced concerns about a variety of areas and countries
impact on world markets is concerning”, according to a chief risk officer in Canada.
East, North
Africa,ofBrazil,
Nigeria
etc.) system,
most of
There are (Middle
multiple concerns:
the fragility
the Chinese
financial
thethem
scale came back to the
main focus:
China.
“Theinformation
spectre of about
a declining
Chinesesheets,
economy
of non-performing
loans,
inadequate
banks' balance
and and the resulting
on world
markets isonconcerning”,
to a world
chief risk
the widerimpact
ripple effect
- particularly
other parts ofaccording
the emerging
- of officer in Canada.
There are
concerns:
therisk
fragility
Chinese
slowing demand
for multiple
commodities.
The chief
officerofatthe
a large
bank financial
in Hong system, the scale
Kong saidofthat
credit risk in mainland
will be “high
in the next
two years
non-performing
loans,China
inadequate
information
about
banks'duebalance sheets, and
to slowerthe
economic
higher bad
loan rates and
in overcapacity
wider growth,
ripple effect
- particularly
on high
otherrisk
parts
of the emerging world - of
industries.slowing
This will
give
concern
to
banks
in
many
parts
of
the
worldatwhere
demand for commodities. The chief risk officer
a large bank in Hong
economies are highly related to or dependent on the China economy.”

Kong said that credit risk in mainland China will be “high in the next two years due
slower economic
higher
loannoting
ratesthat
and
highbank
risk in overcapacity
But manyto
respondents
were more growth,
relaxed about
the bad
outlook,
direct
This world
will give
concern
to banksisinmore
many
parts for
of the world where
exposure industries.
to the emerging
and China
in particular
a matter
aresystem
highlyasrelated
toGeographically,
or dependent on
the
economy.”
individualeconomies
banks than the
a whole.
a lot
of China
the exposure
is
in Europe and the Far East and less in North America. Emerging market crises (or
LDC crises
as many
they were
known in were
the oldmore
days)relaxed
are alsoabout
nothing
banks have
But
respondents
thenew:
outlook,
noting that direct bank
ridden a number
of them
successfully.
exposure
to the
emerging world and China in particular is more a matter for

individual banks than the system as a whole. Geographically, a lot of the exposure is
in Europe and the Far East and less in North America. Emerging market crises (or
LDC crises as they were known in the old days) are also nothing new: banks have
ridden a number of them successfully.
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The underlying concern is the macro-economic one whether the EM slowdown will
drag the rest of the world down too, exposing banks to wider loses in their home
markets. Many respondents felt this could happen. A UK banker warned: “Second
order impacts need to be watched .”
The underlying concern is the macro-economic one whether the EM slowdown will
drag the rest of the world down too, exposing banks to wider loses in their home
Howrespondents
emerging
economies
see
markets. Many
felt this
could happen. A
UK it
banker warned: “Second
order impacts need to be watched .”
South Africa. “I expect the African banking industry to face significant
challenges in the next 2-3 years on the back of a very challenging macroHow emerging
economies
it economic growth, commodity prices under
economic environment
withsee
slowing
pressure for longer, volatile equity and capital markets [and] negative sentiment
South Africa.
“I expect
the African
banking industry to face significant
towards
emerging
markets.”

challenges in the next 2-3 years on the back of a very challenging macroeconomic environment with slowing economic growth, commodity prices under
Mexico. “Expectations of a rise in rates in the US are feeding unease into the
pressure for longer, volatile equity and capital markets [and] negative sentiment
towardsfinancial
emergingmarkets.
markets.” That may add to [a] flight-to-quality, leaving emerging markets

in turmoil.”

Mexico. “Expectations of a rise in rates in the US are feeding unease into the
financialSingapore.
markets. That“[The
may add
flight-to-quality, leaving
emerging
markets
risktois][a]macro-economic
instability
in Asia
as the US and
in turmoil.”
Europe return to a normal interest rate environment.”
Singapore. “[The risk is] macro-economic instability in Asia as the US and
Taiwan. “Although many emerging market economies have enhanced their
Europe return to a normal interest rate environment.”

policy frameworks and resilience to external shocks, several key economies face

domestic
imbalances
and lower
growth.
Recent
Taiwan.substantial
“Although many
emerging
market economies
have
enhanced
their market
developments
such astoslumping
commodity
prices,
China’s bursting
equity
policy frameworks
and resilience
external shocks,
several
key economies
face
bubble
and imbalances
pressure on
exchange
rates
underscore
substantial
domestic
and
lower growth.
Recent
market these challenges.”
developments such as slumping commodity prices, China’s bursting equity
bubble and
pressure
on exchange
rates underscore
these
challenges.”
Peru.
“In emerging
markets,
exposure to
changing
trends in interest rates, flows,
commodity prices and currencies may have major effects on companies and

Peru. “In emerging markets, exposure to changing trends in interest rates, flows,
individuals that have been increasing their leverage. [...] Certain institutions are
commodity prices and currencies may have major effects on companies and
unprepared
for aincreasing
downturn.”
individuals
that have been
their leverage. [...] Certain institutions are
unprepared for a downturn.”

16. Shadow
banking
(20)
16. Shadow
banking
(20)

The
risk tofrom
banks
from
hedge
funds“shadow”
and other
“shadow” banking
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to banks
hedge
funds
and other
banking
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for
example
as
competition
or
sources
institutions, for example as competition or sources of volatility of volatility

Financial
Financial
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is is
activity
moving
towards
moving
towards
the unregulated
the unregulated
sector

sector

about
rapidof growth
of the
shadow
sector, its “unfair”
WorriesWorries
about the
rapidthe
growth
the shadow
banking
sector,banking
its “unfair”
competitive
advantages,
the lack of the
regulation
its potential
change
the face
competitive
advantages,
lack ofand
regulation
andto its
potential
to of
change the face of
bankingbanking
are growing.
are growing.
The competitive threat posed by “shadow banks” (i.e. non-bank institutions which
The competitive threat posed by “shadow banks” (i.e. non-bank institutions which
offer bank-type services such as loans, investments and payment services) was
such as loans,
investments
and
summedoffer
up bybank-type
the head of services
financial management
at a large
French bank
whopayment
feared services) was
summed
up
by
the
head
of
financial
management
at
a
large
French
that a tighter regulatory framework would “promote banking disintermediation andbank who feared
that
a tighter
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framework
“promote
banking
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consequence of what one of them described as the banks' “inward” focus and failure
to keep up with a fast-changing market.
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Specific concerns centred on the shadow banks' ability to “cherry pick” the most
profitable parts of the market, and use their more lightly regulated status to undercut
traditional banks. The head of compliance at a large Portuguese bank said that
“financial institutions are too busy preparing themselves to comply with all the new
(non-stop) regulations while shadow banks (without any regulation) are growing in
economic influence.”
Another frequently mentioned danger was the risk to the financial system as the
unregulated sector grows in importance. A banking regulator said that “financial
activity continues to move towards less-regulated shadow banks, thereby adding to
systemic risks.” Shadow banks are seen as more vulnerable to cyber crime and
fraud; one respondent feared there would be “a failure in the shadow banking world
as peer to peer lenders find their credit models are not as good as they thought”.
"New regulation has already hurt institutions. But more importantly it is driving
the most vulnerable segments of society into the hands of unregulated shadow
lenders who will have none of the constraints a regulated institution has, nor any
of the ‘governors’ that a transparent firm has. The most vulnerable are being
driven into the hands of the most ruthless.”
Senior executive
US money centre bank

The question is whether these fears are overdone or whether, as one respondent said,
developments so far are only the thin end of a much larger fintech wedge that “is
going to undermine the core businesses of banks”. A respondent from Singapore
foresaw “more shadow banks and underground banking systems springing up which
could be unsafe for customers...and impact the economy a great deal.”
Not surprisingly, perhaps, bankers rated this risk more highly than non-bankers.
Geographically concern was highest in North America and the Far East.

17. Currency (22)
The risk to banks from volatility in the foreign exchange markets
Currency risk is rising, but from a low base. Despite recent events - the euro crisis,
the Swiss revaluation etc. - currency risk does not score high because this is one risk
the banks should be equipped to manage and hedge against. The greater risk is that
banks might suffer indirectly through losses sustained by their clients, or by shadow
banking institutions causing disruptions to the market.
A particular concern is the euro whose future remains unresolved. Neil Record,
chairman of Record Currency Management in the UK, said that “European banks
may have divested themselves of much of the most toxic state debt, but the euro is
enforcing artificial prices across the EU, and that includes artificial asset values. If
the political will to hold the Euro together weakens, this could seriously threaten the
stability of the European (and therefore the global) banking sector.”
Generally, concern about this risk was higher in emerging than in developed markets
because of the impact of currency volatility - and a strong dollar - on commodity
markets. Its highest rank (No. 5) was in the Middle East. One respondent saw a long
term business risk in disintermediation technology which connected buyers and
sellers, wiping out the margins earned by banks on FX transactions.
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18. Liquidity (15)

18. Liquidity
The risk that(15)
banks will encounter liquidity problems
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19.
governance
(8)
The risk that weakness at board level will lead to poor oversight and control
of banks

19. Corporate governance (8)
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effective. In many cases this was not a criticism of individuals so much as an
observation that institutions have become so vast and complex, operating in an
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impenetrable regulatory climate across multiple jurisdictions, that board members
can at best have only a shallow understanding of the risks they face.
This means that boards are often unable
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years is “very heavy governance decreasing banks’ agility”, adding that banks “need

Yet the point was also made that overly conservative boards risk stifling innovation.
to be able to take business decisions and actions more rapidly”.
A senior operations banker in Canada said a “huge challenge” over the next few
years is “very heavy governance decreasing banks’ agility”, adding that banks “need
to be able to take business decisions and actions more rapidly”.

20. Management incentives (21)

The risk to banking soundness and reputation from poorly designed
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remuneration and bonuses will just drive the best individuals into sectors less well
regulated”.
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21. Derivatives (18)
The risk that banks will suffer losses through their dealings in derivatives and
structured products
The risk to banks from derivatives and structured products, a Banana Skin that made
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But many respondents were more anxious about the longer-term prospects,
systems, skilled traders, limited bonuses and monitoring of trading limits”.
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One opposing view is that while qualified people may not be in short supply, much
of what was considered ‘talent’ before the crisis is not what banks need now. In the
words of a US observer, “the more difficult task will be attracting talent who
conduct banking practices in a manner that will regain public trust in banks”.
Another concern is that ever more convoluted regulatory requirements are reducing
the appeal of banking as a career. “The hostile political, social and regulatory
environment has led to an industry brain drain that shows no sign of ending”, said a
banking consultant in the UK.
A repeated point was that the industry is in danger of losing its most talented people
to the technology sector in particular, with the growing allure of fin-tech companies
and start-ups. “Banks are unable to limit staff attrition rates, as their product
specialists move to competing industries such as payment solutions companies”,
said a finance director at a bank in India.

23. Reliance on third parties (24)
The risk from outsourcing or off-shoring activities
Banks' reliance on third parties to carry out parts of their operations continues to be
seen as a low ranking risk - there haven't been serious publicised disasters. But this
is clearly an issue that needs watching.
Respondents felt that banks were not fully on top of the risks, or failed to monitor
their service providers adequately. Sue Milton, managing director of SSM
Governance Associates in the UK, said this was an area “where boards
underestimate the effort required and forget they remain responsible for the
activities of the 3rd party. Knowing, continually monitoring, and holding the service
supplier to account is crucial. Makes KYC a piece of cake in comparison.” A
regional risk officer in Singapore said that “considering the complexity of the big
banks, I strongly doubt that they all fully understand the reliance on and exposure to
internal and external outsourcing.”
Among the reasons for keeping a close
“As banks become more of a financial
eye on this area are the mounting
information business, outsourcing IT
pressures on banks to cut costs,
should rise higher up the totem pole
growing threats to security, the use of
of key issues.”
new and possibly unfamiliar technology
Peter Hahn
to manage the outsourcing, and
Senior fellow
dependence by many banks on the same
Cass Business School
provider, resulting in a concentration of
UK
risk. The use of the cloud for data
storage was another concern, described by one respondent as “a rising preference
that is still unproven”.
Among reasons given for lower concern were the fact that banks now made less use
of outsourcing, and that what there was had become more secure. The head of risk
strategy at a large UK bank said that “The heightened, necessary requirements here
will make things come out of the woodwork.”
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24. Sustainability (25)

24. Sustainability
The risk to banks(25)
from climate change and other environmental issues
The risk to banks from climate change and other environmental issues

This risk was by some distance the lowest-ranked Banana Skin in this survey,

This risk was by some distance the lowest-ranked Banana Skin in this survey,
finishing bottom of the table in every region and among every type of respondent we
finishing bottom of the table in every region and among every type of respondent we
surveyed. surveyed.

Banks
‘can‘can
Banks
adapt
to to
adapt
environment
environment
risk’

risk’

main
reasons
given:
first,
that atbanks
are other
less at
riskofthan other types of
Two mainTwo
reasons
were
given: were
first, that
banks
are less
risk than
types
institution,institution,
particular insurers;
andinsurers;
second, that
threat isthat
“real,
conveniently
particular
andthesecond,
thebutthreat
is “real, but conveniently
very longvery
term”,
as the
chiefasrisk
a private
it. company put it.
long
term”,
theofficer
chiefofrisk
officerequity
of acompany
private put
equity
ReflectingReflecting
the general the
tonegeneral
of the responses,
a senior
bank audit
manager
in Turkey
tone of the
responses,
a senior
bank
audit manager in Turkey
said: “Climate change and environmental risk are serious issues for humanity. But
said: “Climate change and environmental risk are serious issues for humanity. But
looking at this from banks' window alone I believe the risks will be avoided through
looking at this from banks' window alone I believe the risks will be avoided through
adaptation”.
adaptation”.

However, the indirect risks from environmental disruption could still be
considerable
through the
impact
on banks’
customers
clients, and its potential
to
However,
the
indirect
risks
from and
environmental
disruption
could still be
create economic,
political
or geographic
tension.
Patriciacustomers
Hamzahee,and
founder
of and its potential to
considerable
through
the impact
on banks’
clients,
Integriti Capital
the UK, said:
“This risk
from banks
not understanding
the
createineconomic,
political
orcomes
geographic
tension.
Patricia Hamzahee,
founder of
impact on their own operations, via their clients, their supply chain and their
Integriti Capital in the UK, said: “This risk comes from banks not understanding the
communities”.

impact on their own operations, via their clients, their supply chain and their
communities”.
Some respondents
thought this was an area where banks should take the lead. “I see
this as an opportunity to improve a bank's image and perception of social
usefulness”,
saidrespondents
a respondentthought
in France.
the an
UK,
a compliance
officer
said:take the lead. “I see
Some
thisInwas
area
where banks
should
“Banks could
positivetoefforts
by offering
lowerimage
fees or and
rates for
this actually
as an increase
opportunity
improve
a bank's
perception of social
greener activity”.
usefulness”, said a respondent in France. In the UK, a compliance officer said:

“Banks could actually increase positive efforts by offering lower fees or rates for

A few responses flagged specific concerns, such as the impact on project-based
greener activity”.
lending facilities for dams or power stations, and non-performing loans in the
agrarian sectors of emerging economies if monsoons fail. The chief financial officer
few responses
flagged
specific concerns,
such asallthe
impact
of a bank A
in Singapore
cautioned
about complacency,
saying: “Almost
sectors
of on project-based
lending
facilities
for dams
or power
stations,theand
non-performing
loans in the
the economy,
barring
agri-business,
underestimate
or underplay
longer
term role
of climateagrarian
change sectors
and the of
environment
on the economy
and subsequently
emerging economies
if monsoons
fail. The the
chief financial officer
financial sector.
The in
longer-term
correlation
between
Niño and finance
is yet“Almost
to
of a bank
Singapore
cautioned
aboutElcomplacency,
saying:
all sectors of
be fully understood
and
acknowledged”.
the economy, barring agri-business, underestimate or underplay the longer term role

of climate change and the environment on the economy and subsequently the
financial sector. The longer-term correlation between El Niño and finance is yet to
be fully understood and acknowledged”.
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Banking Banana Skins 2015 Template draft 1

And finally...the next crisis
The responses to this survey conveyed a strong sense that the global financial
system is not out of the woods. In fact many respondents saw another crisis
looming, triggered by events as far apart as the collapse of commodity markets
or the eurozone. Here are some of the specific dangers they highlighted.
Leverage. Banks remain highly leveraged. It will not require a huge shock to
topple them.
Liquidity. Although liquidity in the banking system is generally good, this is at
the expense of other markets from which it is being drained, notably the
securities markets which could be the crucible of a new crisis.
Culture change. Banks have not undergone enough culture change to make
them less risky. They are only moulding themselves to regulatory and public
expectations without cutting out their earlier failings.
Central counterparties (CCps). These represent points of high risk
concentration which are inadequately regulated and could implode.
Risk management. Regulatory pressure pushes banks to focus on compliance
risks rather than "real" risks. Risk management becomes robotic and insensitive.
Corporate governance. Banks are now too large and complex for boards to be
able to exercise effective oversight and control over them.
Herding. The regulatory tightening encourages banks to behave in the same
way, resulting in herding and over-concentration, and excessive competition.
Risk taking. The weight and cost of regulation are driving banks to take greater
risks to earn profits, and pushing business into the unregulated shadow world.
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Appendix 1
A closer look at the numbers
In the CSFI Banana Skins surveys, respondents are asked to score each risk on a scale from 1-5, where ‘5’ is the
most severe. The averages of these scores are then used to produce the final rankings. The section below should be
treated with caution: respondents may have different criteria about what merits a 5, for example. Nonetheless, a
breakdown of the scores is revealing.
Anxiety is growing at the top of the rankings but receding elsewhere.

3.80

Top 10 risks: 2015 (dark) vs 2014 (light)

Average score

3.60
3.40
3.20

Business model
Capital availability

Pricing of risk
Criminality

Conduct practices
Corporate gov

Credit risk

Quality of risk mgmt
Pricing of risk

Political interference
Profitability

Technology risk

Regulation
Macro-economic env

Criminality
Political interference

Macro-economic env
Regulation

3.00

The top cluster of risks this year were seen as more severe than in 2014. However, after Banana Skin No. 5 the
reverse is true – which suggests that outside the main threats to the industry, the picture is improving. Still, it should
be noted that two-thirds of risks we surveyed this year were ascribed a higher than middling score (i.e. more than 3).
The difference in average scores assigned to individual risks also reveals more fallers than risers:
2015 vs 2014: average scores
Risks in each column listed from greatest change (top) to smallest change (bottom)

34

Up > 0.15

Up < 0.15

Down < 0.15

Down > 0.15

Criminality
Macro-economic envt.
Social media

Conduct practices
Currency
Shadow banking
Technology risk
Emerging markets

Credit risk
Capital availability
Interest rates
Liquidity
rd
Reliance on 3 parties
Regulation
Human resources
Quality of risk mgt.

Sustainability
Corporate governance
Derivatives
Political interference
Pricing of risk
Credit risk
Mgt. incentives
Capital availability
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As the table above shows, changes in the relative position of risks do not always tell the whole story. For example,
social media and conduct practices risk, despite being the biggest climbers in this year’s rankings (both up 8
positions), saw their scores rise by considerably less than macro-economic environment risk (0.11 and 0.15 vs
0.26). Pricing of risk, political interference and derivatives fell just three positions each, but their scores all
dropped by more than 0.20. An interesting anomaly was quality of risk management, which rose five positions in
the rankings even though its score slipped slightly (down 0.06).

Regional breakdown: same levels of anxiety, widely
different preparedness

3.30
Anxiety

Preparedness

3.25

While different regions emphasised some risks over others,
Europe, the Far East Pacific area and North America each assigned
an average score of 3.09 to the 24 Banana Skins in this survey.
However, respondents from the Far East Pacific were much more
optimistic about their ability to face these risks than those from
Europe – with North America in between.

3.20
3.15
3.10
3.05

Risk managers: now closer to observers than
bankers

3.00
2.95

In 2014, the outlook of risk managers – both in terms of the
severity of risks faced and the industry’s ability to deal with them
– was much closer to bankers than non-practitioners. This year the
reverse appears to be true. While observers recorded the highest
anxiety levels, risk managers were the most pessimistic group
when it came to preparedness.

2.90
2.85

Bankers and observers disagree most about the
severity of operating and governance risks

Bankers vs observers
(difference in scores)
Management incentives
Conduct practices
Corporate governance
Reliance on third parties
Criminality
Sustainability
Technology risk
Emerging markets
Quality of risk management
Shadow banking

0.53
0.43
0.41
0.34
0.30
0.30
0.24
0.22
0.21
0.18

Bankers tended to be much less anxious than industry observers
about the Banana Skins individual institutions have more
influence over, such as bonuses, business practices, corporate
governance and technology risks. On the other hand, there was a
stronger consensus about risks seen to be outside banks’ control,
such as those related to macroeconomic conditions.
Could this indicate complacency by practitioners – or are they
simply better placed to assess the threat of the operating and
governance risks they face? Perhaps the answer is both: on nine of
the ten risks in the table, risk managers came down in between
bankers and observers.
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Appendix 2
The changing face of risk
Some Banana Skins come and go, some are hardy perennials.
The Top Ten since 1996 show how concerns have changed over nearly 20 years. The 1990s were dominated by
strategic issues: new types of competition and technologies, dramatic developments such as EMU, the Internet and
Y2K. Many of these faded, to be replaced by economic and political risks and particularly by concern over the
growth of regulation. The period after 2000 also saw the rise of newfangled risks such as derivatives and hedge
funds, the latter making their first appearance in 2005.
The 2008 survey, conducted at the height of the financial crisis, brought the focus sharply onto credit and market
risks, and propelled two new entrants to the top of the charts: liquidity and credit spreads. The next two surveys,
conducted at a time of great financial turmoil, showed a twin preoccupation with financial dangers (credit,
derivatives, liquidity, capital) and the growing backlash against banks as seen in the sharp growth in regulatory and
political risk.
The 2014 survey, the first in the post-crisis era, showed a hardening of the view that these external risks were
damaging, but also a lower concern with crisis-critical issues such as credit risk, capital adequacy and liquidity
(which disappeared from the Top Ten for the first time since the crisis began). But ominous new risks also appeared,
in particular technology and criminality as banks discovered their vulnerability to cyber crime and ageing IT
systems.
The latest survey confirms these fears. Technology and criminality risk are now in the top five, ranking alongside
regulation and political interference as the top threats to the industry. However the dominant finding is the shakiness
of confidence in the macro-economic outlook where high debt, interest rate uncertainty and emerging market
difficulties threaten the recovery.
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Banking Banana Skins: The Top Ten since 1996
1996
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Poor management
EMU turbulence
Rogue trader
Excessive competition
Bad lending
Emerging markets
Fraud
Derivatives
New products
Technology foul-up

2002
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Credit risk
Macro-economy
Equity markets
Complex financial instruments
Business continuation
Domestic regulation
Insurance
Emerging markets
Banking market o’-capacity
International regulation

2006
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Too much regulation
Credit risk
Derivatives
Commodities
Interest rates
High dependence on tech.
Hedge funds
Corporate governance
Emerging markets
Risk management

2012
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Macro-economic risk
Credit risk
Liquidity
Capital availability
Political interference
Regulation
Profitability
Derivatives
Corporate governance
Quality of risk management

1998
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Poor risk management
Y2K
Poor strategy
EMU turbulence
Regulation
Emerging markets
New entrants
Cross-border competition
Product mis-pricing
Grasp of technology

2003
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Complex financial instruments
Credit risk
Macro economy
Insurance
Business continuation
International regulation
Equity markets
Corporate governance
Interest rates
Political shocks

2008
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Liquidity
Credit risk
Credit spreads
Derivatives
Macro-economic trends
Risk management
Equities
Too much regulation
Interest rates
Hedge funds

2014
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Regulation
Political interference
Macro-economic envt.
Technology risk
Profitability
Pricing of risk
Credit risk
Corporate governance
Criminality
Capital availability
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2000
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Equity market crash
E-commerce
Asset quality
Grasp of new technology
High dependence on tech.
Banking market o’-capacity
Merger mania
Economy overheating
Comp. from new entrants
Complex fin. instruments

2005
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Too much regulation
Credit risk
Corporate governance
Derivatives
Hedge funds
Fraud
Currencies
High dependence on tech.
Risk management
Macro-economic trends

2010
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Political interference
Credit risk
Too much regulation
Macro-economic trends
Liquidity
Capital availability
Derivatives
Risk management quality
Credit spreads
Equities

2015
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Macro-economic envt.
Criminality
Regulation
Technology risk
Political interference
Quality of risk management
Credit risk
Conduct practices
Pricing of risk
Business model
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